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I. INTRODUCTION 
': -!, 
The  Commission,  in submitting a  social aotion programme  (1) to the  Council, 
included,  in the chapter on living and working conditions,  a  proposal aimed 
at changing "those patterns of work  organisation which tend to dehumanise 
the worker and create environmental working and living conditions which are 
no  lon~r· acceptable to ideas of social  progres~"• Such action was· seen as .:· 
'  ,-,  ' 
complementary to initiatives in the fields· of worker participation and voca,.. 
tional training. While  the  main  responsibility for action to imprwe  the  · .. 
si  tua.tion was  regarded as resting with the Social Partners,. it was  "howeve;- · 
necessary for the  Community to take  complemt:mtary measures to imp~e the 
patterns of work  organisation,  particularly in those  jobs which  are  no  longez 
acceptable to the vast ma.jori ty of the population and for which migrant  or 
casual labour must  be  recruited". 
In its resolution of January 21  1974  concerning a  social action programme, 
the Council set,  among  the list of objectives to be  achieved during the 
period 1'74-76,  the establishment  \ 
"of an action programme  for workers  aimed at the huma.nisation of their living 
and working condi  tiona,  with particular reference to : 
,•' 
~--.  .  -~  ,'  •,·  ···~··  .···,  ·: 
•.  I'  ., 
~:;;:~  - improvement in safety and health conditions at ,work  .:  .:·  :.  ·> 
~:l;l~:':  -the grci.dua.l  eliminatio~· of ph~i~al  and ps;chological stref3S .whi~h ~xist~  .. ' 
:,<··>.  · in the· place of work  and  on  the  job,  especially through improving the· 
/;  •
1 
·  environment and seeking ways  of increasing job satisfa.ctio.n  :. : ;  .  ~. <  .  . 
:. .. '  - a  reform· of  the  organisation of work,  giving workers wider  opp~rt~ties, 
'. 
; '  -~ 
·  especially those  of having their .own  responsibilities. and duties. and of  ·:.  ·':' 
obt~ning higher qualifications".  . 
·:·  . 
.  ~~  ,'  . "  . ..  ~ ·.  -.  .  ~'; -..  '  .  . .  ;~ .  ·._ ·:  ... '  .,  . ' 
In addition,  the. action programme  for the  environme11t  approved by the  · 
Council on  22  November  1973  (2)  also envisages certain actions which will 
supp.ort ttte -preoeding. 
(1)  Sootal Action Programme  (submitted by  th~ Commission to the Council): 
COM  (73)  1600  FINAL 
(2) J.O.  c 112  of 20.12.1973 .- section II - Ch.  4  of·the second part.·.·· 
.;. 
·} -2;.;.. 
The  purpose  of this communication is to inform the Council of·action taken 
by the  Commission  following  the  Council's resolution,  and of its proposals 
for future  action. 
II.  ACTION  FCLLOtHNG  THE  COUNCIL'S  RESOLUTION  ON  A SOCIAL  ACTION  PROGRAMME 
Within the  mandate  of the Council's resolution,  two  proposals,  relevant to 
the first two  items  mentioned in tho  resolution,  have  already been submitted 
to the  Council; 
(1)  Guidelines for a  Community  programme  on  Safetyt  Hygiene  and Health· 
Protection at work  (1) 
(2)  a  3rd Research Programme  Ergonomics  and Rehabilitation (2) 
The  present Communication  concentrates  on  the  third item in the  resolution 
"reform of the  organisation of worl~". 
Within this broad  c~ncept are  included all those  changes  in the  design of 
the  work  process within the enterprise  and in relations between workers  or 
within the structure of management,  calculated to improve  working  conditions 
by reducing such negative factors  as isolation and boredom  and making work 
more  meaningful  and satisfying. 
Given  the diversity of circumstances between the various industrial sectors 
and the necessity of taking full account  of human  as well as economic  factors, 
the Commission's activity has,  in this preparatory stage,  been largely aimed 
a.t  providing opportunities for the  exchange  of information and views and 
encouraging the  emergence  of 13pecific approaches,  likely to make  a  constructive 
contribution ·to  the general objective of a  progressive harmonisation in ~he 
improvement  of working conditions; 
The  Commission  has been  encoura~Gd by the intensification of discussion in 
most  member  stat~s of the  neod fer improvement  in the· quality. of working life, 
which has  even increased wi  tl1  the  advent  of the  current economic  crisis. 
This  discussion  incre.3.sing~y rec·::>gr>.ises  a  European dimension and the Cooimission 
therefore  finds itself confronted vri th a  widening 11etwork  of national· and  internation"l.l 
(1) Doc.  COM  (75)  138  final  of 8 April 1975 
(2)  Doc.  SEC  (74)  4617  of 22  November  1975 
I 't·- --3-
agencies,  institutions and organisations involved in research,  ezperiment, 
'  .  ' 
policy formulation  a.nd  p»aetica.l initiatives. The  social partners,  who 
.  ' 
have  alweys been the  principal agents in improving workilig  condi  tiona have 
.  .  '  '  .  .  .  .  ..  l•i 
.... become  increasingly involved,  with collective agreements,  whether at natio- ,  .. 
''  ·--<  '  .- •  '  •  ••  •  ,  '  ,  .  'f·.  .  •  .  ·.·;I'  ,  .  ._  j 
·  nal ~  e'nterprise level,  ~reaking new  ground in  ··the  field of huma.nisation.  · · 
~. \  .  ~  '  '  .  ..:  •  ~: '  ..  ·  .  . ..  .l  ':.  •  •  . .  .  .  .  ,:  ·.  '  ~  . : _:  ;  :  .  .  .  .  ·.  '  ~  .  .  ~  . ~ ; ;  ;  .  .  ..  l  • 
The .  oompilati  on  of the European Card Index of Collective .Agreements,  follow:i.ilg 
..  .  '  .  ~- -·.  .'.  '  - '. ..  -
an earlier decision of the Council,  will  provid~ a  :fUrther and most  important 
_,_.' 
source  ef information in comparing and studying trends and developments  as , , 
a  basis for aotian. 
'  ....  · ·rl .,- , 
Then again,  the  Commission will be  able  to draw insJiration from the exp&-. 
rience  of certain national administrations in co-ordination (e.g. _ANACT  (1) 
.  .  . 
in France,  the  government  research programme  in Germany). 
While it is teo early to speak of a  common  understanding of the problems, 
this growing interest lta.s  show. the tmportruaee · and nacessi  t:r 
..  \  : 
of the Commission's role as  a  catalyst,  crystallizing ideas and assisting'  :·: 
'  .  t·  '.  ,: '  . ' 
in the evolution of a  common  strategy.  The  Commission's main contribution·:.·  · 
.  ·:  -:;  ·.·  ·. 
has been the  organisation of a  series of seminars  followed by a  conference.·: .. 
'  .·.·  . '\.· 
in November  1974,  designed .to bring together,  at European level,  govern-:, . 
mental  ~d  non-governmental e:x::Perts  who  ·have  been involved with these.· ' ·  ·/· ·  :·,·,·i:.)'· .. 
I 
,,·:::~:~:::::;:::::r  ::::~v::~:x:=:o:;i:.:r;;~  ~:~~f'['t,z'Q'{.,: 
o'  ,•• '·/,'.  ,',  ;·'  'o~,·  -·  O 
0 
"  •  :·  ./·,:•:'H' ·.:-:t:5·:·.,\ 
'.'·,·.:,··  :'~,  '•  .  .::  I'  !<  ,•  ,.:..\ .:/ 
The  social partners have  been consulted on this papa, a.nd  consider it a'  .·.  ·~~,·.,  :~:~ 
j"  \  '  ...  .1'  .. 
'· 
good basis for continuing dialogue  and future  joint action.  They  tux-.~  '"·:i~ .  .... ·. 
-~  ~ 
ther. agree that the European Foundation for the  improvement  of living and  ·.· 
·'·\ l  '  • 
:-working oondi  tions,  with its quad.ra.pa.rti te Administrative Board (2) will'. · 
Provide the  right framework  for medium  term research in the  field~ :. : <  .. : •·•·  ·  . 
They also urged the  Commission to make  an  optimal usa  o_f  the tools already. 
at its disposal and to develop a.cti  vi  ty within the  framework  of existing 
··work programmes,  on safety,  migrants,  handicapped workers,  etc. 
(1)  Agence  Nationale  pour  l'Am~lioration des Conditions  de  Travail 
{2)  Council Regulation No.  1365/75  ~n the creation of a  European Foundation··  ·.' 
for the  improvement  of living and working condi tiona..  ·  · 
o.J.  No.  L  139/1 of 30 ~  1975. In addition,  the  Commission  has  continued the process  of consultation and 
discussion on  more  specific aspects  • 
. , 
A detailed'summar.y of actions now  envisaged in the  light of these consul-
tations, whether on  the part of the  Foundation or the  Commission,  is set 
out in Parts V  and VI  of this communication. 
·--
·- 5-
III.  REFOR~ OF  WORK  ORG,~ISATION IN  THE  C01~T  OF  CONSULTATION  AND  PARTICIPATION 
PROCEDURES 
Certain developments in the field of approximation of laws  a:re  of inunediate 
.  . 
.  ~-.  relevance to the  issue of reform of work  organisation,  particularly in those 
'  ~  ~  ;.  .  ' 
extreme  situations,  where  radical reorganisation of wo:rk  may be  highly 
•  '  •'  •  - •  •  •  ,  ,  '  '  I  ~  •  .  •  ,  •,  ,  .  ·.· 
••  :  A 
relevant  to the  maintenance  of employment  and even to the survival of a firm  • 
• 
_In  such cases,  inst~tutionalised procedures of consultation ~  ~art~cipation 
.ought  to lte  introduced t9 ensure  that. the interosts of workers ~  taken into · 
pro11er consider&l.tion at the  right time. 
Models  for consultation of workers  on specific problems  concerning the·· 
employment  position have  already  ' : .  ·.~ .  :- -~.:- .. -~.  ' 
-been adopted by the Council in the Directive  o~ collective'redundcmcies (1), 
which provides· for ·mandatory  cons~l  tations with workers to avoid redund.ari- · 
cies,  reduce  the  numbers affected or mitigate the  consequences 
-.  be.en  proposed by the  Commission 
·.  ·.  ·.-:.1.' 
,_,, .. - .. 
(a). draft .directive  on harmonisation of legislati.on, B.lld  ~gulations on. the 
''-'  ..  ~·.:·: · ·  · ··retention of. rights and advantages  of employees  in. the  oase _e:f; .mergers, 
takeovers or amalgamations  of firms  ( 2) r  ,~-. 
(b)  proposal for a  statute for European companies  (3)f 
·J:\t~;-(·.J~:i.~'i  ;.  ,-_t·,·  ..  :._ ...  ···.::.\\·  ....  ____ ;·  .......  ~  :  -':  ~·  .·  ..  I~-'  ..  .,.·  ~--:_:.::.:~~~;-_,_~-~  ......  o:.:.-~  ...  /:\  .,  .....  ~·r·  ...  (::·J.: .. ··.  J:··:- ··r··  ,.,;·~  ·. 
,;,  ..  :~  •.  ·~:., ..  (~) proposal for .a thirddirecti~ o:n  co:-?rdination .o:f,n~tional  po,~a.ny.~  -~~:. ·· 
........  ~.'.'  ., ..  ~  • ...  l~w,· ~lat·i~  .. tC?  -~rgers _of  linrl. ted  co~arde~ (4)•.:  .. --.  .  .  ..  ,  ... 
,  .;  ···-·  ~  ...  ·'·  .  .. . ''  .  "  -~  .  .  .  '  ·.  . .  .  .,  •'  . •.  . .  ).  '  ·..  ·.  •'  ··:··  -~:, .. · .;;  ·  ...  ·,i:::.  l~:.:.  ~~ 
'  .  ---------------------------------- ,  J~) Council Directive  on the  appro..'timatio(n  /of  th/e  la):w  of the Membe/r  States 
":./  ~- relating ·to collec:tive  redundancies  75  129  EEC  O.J.  No.  L 48  29 ·of.;, 
:::.:::/··  ,  ...  2.2  February 1975.  : .  '  .....  , .  -·  : ': .. .. , . ·. 
(2). Proposal for a  Directive _submi tt~d to the  Council by the  Commission on . 
.  - 21 June  1974  ~OM (74)  351  FINAL. 
(3)  Amended  Proposal for a  Council Regulation on the Statute for European 
Companies.  Submitted by the  Commission to the Counoil  on  13 ~  1975 
COM  (75)  150 Final.  Bulletin E.c.  Supplement 4/75•  . .  ·  · 
(4)  Second  amended proposal  fQr  a  third Directive  on  co-ordination on  saf~ 
guards in connection with  mei~gers between "societes  ..  anonymas": 
Decemlr.er  1975•  . :  .  ·.  .  ," ~· 
..  ~;. 
.  ·.  ~. 
''  '..  ·~  '. - 6.·:... 
These  proposals of the  Commission  would  oblige  the  firms  concerned to inform, 
among  others,  the  representations of the employoes  of the social.consequences 
entailed and;  if the  operation is considered prejudicial to thei.r in-terests, 
to· negotiate for the establishment of a  social plan,,detailing.the measures  to 
be  taken: on  their behalf. 
Similar previsions· for consultation on  a  more  general  bas~~ are  suggested 
in the  Green  Paper on  employee  participation and  company  structure in the 
/ 
European Community.  .  . ·.'  .. 
In addition,  employee  participation in the  supervisory bodies  of large companies 
has been proposed in 
(a)  the  proposal for a  statute for European companies  (2) 
·(b) the  proposal for a  fifth directive  on  co-ordination·of-ri~tional company 
law,  relati~ to the  structure of public companies  (3). 
The  Green Paper was  published with a. view to stimulating a.  br~ad-ranging debate 
on  the issues of employee. participation and  compa~ structure so that the pro-
. posal for a  fifth directive may  be  ame:1;1ded  to take  accotmt  of current realities 
and to express as broad a political consensus as possible •. 
These  structures for consultation and participation will provide institutional 
ccindi tiona which  will faoili  t.ate  the  formation and implementation of programmes. 
for the  reform of work  organisation at both enterprise and plant level. 
·1~o~over, _the  Commission is examining systems creating incentives for asset 
formation in Member  States,  which  could well have  a.z:  important :bearing on  the 
development  of participation in decision-making within the enterprise. 
·::. 
'  ..  ' .  . 
(l) BullEC,  Supplement  8/75 
(  2)  Bull EC,  Supplement  4/75 
.. 
(3) Bull EC,  Supplement 10/72 -...  ~. 
-1-
IV.  GUIDELINES  FOR  FUTURE  POLI.QX  AID2  NJ..TJQI 
In the  lig~t of experience  summarised above  and of-the dialogue  conducted 
between the  s~rvices of the  Commission  ~d  the  social partner~, it seems 
appropriate  to draw up the  following guidelines: 
~;... 'PI'f"'  •  ~·• •  I, ...  •  !  ~  '·  \, 
•'!. 
··~~;,.;,_ :·  1 •. A ''new  work ethic is·  ·emerging throughout  the. ind:qst;rialised countries, 
,  .. ,,  founded  on the  ~onstant efforts and practical aehievements  of the 
· '···  social partners - ooncern for the  quality of life in the work place as  . 
'' 
·  ·· -·  --- e.- central..  part of the quality of life as a  whole.  It should be  a  basic ·· 
.  ./  ~-~  . 
objective  of the  Community  to promote  the  redesign of jobs and organi-
sational f0rms with a  view to enabling all workers,  rather than the · 
privileged few,  to  de>  work which is meaning:f'ul.  rewarding and responsible. 
2. The  current economic  si  tuatieh has increased the  urgenc:[ for change  ... 
at the  work place.  Faced with the  need to remain competitive,  reduce 
waste  and _increase  the  ccnservation of energy and raw materials,  both 
private  oompames  and public services must  turn increasingly. to their 
emploiees  t')l  insure their active  co-operati~m in the necessary process 
of adjustment  and to enaile  th~ untapped.potenti~l for worker initiative 
to  tJmerge.  Although the social motivation ntust  remain paramount,  these 
economic  advantages should not be  underestimated. 
... ~;,.;·  3. There is no  cQnflict between the  l"equirements  of huma.nisatio.ri  and  prod~o..; .·· 
·  .·;~~:~,:·· · tivity~ In' fact,  productivity has provided for a.n  economic return on 
: r:'·  : 'capital combined with improvements· i'n the wellbeing of workers.  An  increase 
in mducti  Vi ty~  f~r from being incoi!lpa.'t:.il ble with improvements in working 
..  ··. 
·}  :'. . ..  .- '.  -~  ~ 
...  ''  .  ~ "  ,.  ' /-
conditions, 'is likeq to result from  the intr-oduction of humanised forms · 
of work organisation and decantralisaticn of supervisory and management.  · 
.  ·. 
...  :······ 
,,  . ·.·  . 
.. 
~.  .  ' 
functions•· ·  ..  · · 
4·· It can be . expected that in the  mixed economy  ef the  Commllirl: ty all Cf')n-
ceivable organisational cha.:bgea  are. pOSf:?.il?.le  _tp  the extent that they dA 
. ·, 
.  not  jeopardize the  optimisatien of.  the. return f'ln  the  combined factors . of--
"  . 
·production,  assessed on the basis  of a  value' measure  of productivity  • 
The  task is therefore  to enlarge  the  CQlCept  of preductivity so that it 
'includes all  iden'tifiable economic  and @Ocial  costs and benefits  •  .. 
.;. -tl 
5•  Net  increases in productiVity will increasingly be  possible only if new 
models  of orga..."lisa.tion  are  used which are  capable  of(.employing  the  poten-
tia~ reserves  ~f creativity in the work  foroe.  Modifications designed 
merely te eliminate  job monotomy  or to develop  the  occupational skills of 
each individual are  of limited value,  the  full utilisation of these 
potenti~ skills must  be  linked to change'? in management  structure  and in 
decision making processes with the  result .that many of the  ~la.nning and  . · 
supervisory functions,  for instance,  are to be_integrated with the  pra.o-
tioal eperational activities. 
6  .•  The  reform of work  organisation is a.  continuing  proces~,  the full poten-
tial of which  cannBt be  appreciated a  priori,  given that, essentially, 
it implies by definition a.  genuine participation of the  employees  and  a.n 
increase in the value  of their oontributi~n to the  emo.oth  running of the 
enterprise. 
7•  Such participation implies  a  high  degree  of flexibility and some  measure 
of democratisation  ~f structures.  While  advisory bogies,  representing 
workers,  exist in practically all mem[)er  states, their role in the deci-
..  sian - making process varies greatly from  conntry .te countr;r.• 
8.  Refprm of work organisation,  rightly understoed,  will  ~ot diminish the 
'  .. 
rol~·which trade union action must  pl~  within the  modern  enterprise. 
I.t Will,  however,  increase  the  chances  of industrial peace based on 
. communication of inforJ!!B.tion,  and,  in eonsequence,  ~tua1"t~t. 
Indeed,  the .exchange  of information,  ideas and  expe~e.no,e,  going beyond 
the narrow confines of a  single enterprise,  has a  key role  ... to pl~ in the 
search for the  different solutiGns which are pessible. 
9.  An  effective exchange  of inf~rmation should result in the incorporation 
of new  knowledge  into training courses.  This applies to the education 
.·.·  ...... 
of managers .and engineers,  as well as to the training  o~ trade union 
representatives and to the  design of vocational  trai~n.g  .and educational 
leave  courses.  The  int~duction at all. levels in the educational system 
Qf  a  new  OQncept  ot work,  as an aspect  of personal grQWth,  centim:ws  ..  .  . .  '  -.  ...  .  ..  .  . . .  . ...  .  -. .  ..  .  ..  . .  ···~  ....  .  . 
learning and social responaibili  ty,  could help to break down  the barriers 
between different skills,  between the different levels in the management  ' 
hierarchy and between work,  education and leisure. .  ) 
•;_'; 
10~  :Jt~ised forms  of vrork  orgrurisation should in themselves  constitute a  · 
le~:i1.g precess  •. Firstly,  they shculd enable workers  to extend their· 
..  ·  · skills and develop  new  :responsibilities.  Secondly,  they should make  it 
possible to develop  autQnAmcus.groups  within the enterprise  on  service 
concerned,  promoting all the  forms  of democratisation.  In. this context, 
external research into work  restructuring exercises is ¢f, limited va.lue 
'"~ ·if it does  not take into aoGcunt  the  dynamic  indirect et'fects of_ changes 
in work  organisation.  .._!:  -.-.:  ;_, .. 
(•  .  -·  ..  -·. 
ll.One  such indirect effect which is constantly observed though unquanti-
fiable is the reluctance  of employees  to revert to :tra.di  ti~nal forms  ef 
· ..  work  organisation even after having experienced exercises which were 
partial failures.  This emphasizes  the. fact that refarm_ of work  organi• 
satian responds to a  very real need,  sufficient to enceurage  a  continuing 
effort and to support new  initiatives,  rather than resigning oneself 
... 
too quickly to failure in face  of the difficulties _inevitab.ly encounte.red. 
'.  .... 
,');  '· 
·-·- ','  .·  .  :··_, 
:.  -, . -10-
.  .  ..  • . ..  .  -~  . .  .  t'  . .  .  .  . 
V  ..  TilE  ROLE  OF  THE  EUROPEi\N  FOTJNDAT!ON  ....  W0R.l('"l:-:ra  P3.CGI':.' '/!liE 
,. 
Perhaps the most  important. element  of the  Communities'  contribution to the 
humanisation of work  will prove  to be  the  creation of the European Foundation  ,, 
for the  improvement  of living ~d  working conditions. _This  project should 
provide  for the first time  at Community  !.pvel  an  indepen~ent, "think tank" 
capacity in this particular field,  The  Fo~dation will stimulate research 
and facilitate contact between the  Instit~tions of the  Community  and organi-
: .. 
sa.tions including trade 1mion  organisations active in this field. 
The  situation of... man  at 'I'TQrk  together with . the  problems  of work  organisation.· 
are specified in the Regulation ( 1)  est.ablishing the Foundation as areas of 
concern within which it is expeoted.to  ~dentify priorities. 
:.~ .  ; 
.:· 
.  --::•' 
:  -~--· 'i 
:•: 
I  ·~:· 
;'_. 
'  j  ~  -
;~ese asp~ots were  emphasized in the  discussion of the broad lines of the working 
p~ogrammG of the Foundation at the  first mooting of the Anmdnistrative Board to be 
..held  i'n  Dublin. on  6  and 7  !~a.y •.  For its part,  tho  Commission,  in its capacity of 
.member  of the  quadripartite  Adminis~rative Board, •considers that  among  the  tasks 
ol'  the Foundation in the field of work  humanisatio-n should include be 
-the collection,  cataloguing and classifying of information on  activity in the 
field of work  reorganisation.  This could take  the  form  of a' data b~L of case  .  .  . 
,.  .  ..  ~ ..  ~ ..  ---..  :',.  studies on  problems and responses being implemented within individual firms .  ·,  .. '' 
'~ : 
l•' 
or negotiated in collective agreements; 
..  \_;  ·:. 
l  :  •• 
-the study of. new  social accounting methods,  "social audit" systems,  and other· 
'. 
methods  of evaluating the  results of work  restructuring;  · ·. 
. .  : 
(1)  CoUncil Regulation No.  1365/75  on  the  creation of a  European Foundation 
for the  improvement  of living and working conditions.  O.J,  No.- L 139/1 
of 30 May  1975· 
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In some  cases,  the workers  an~ trade unions ~  .. well be_ mistrustful of 
'  ..  '  .  ·.  '  .  .  .  .·  '.·  '·-. 
.·· 
~ .  ·:'' .,  ....  ' 
•'.  any managemer:t  ini  tia.tives in this fie.ld,  particularly those  resembling.-··  .. :; . 
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/ ... It is normal  tha.1;  trade unions prefer to .concentrate  on  tra.di  tional areas>-··· 
~}  .....  ::: .. ::-~~-··:·:}  .  :.i  ....  ·--:·  ·.  ·: . ....  ~.·;.::.:  --·· ............  ·  --~~'i···-:·  ..  ::~  ···.:  ·J~·.~-- ~.:.  ·: ..  ···:--~L:. .. \.  .·~  _.·  .. .. :  ~·~~ 
}~"-.of bargaining where  theY are better ec;{uipped to take positive  initiatives~·'·;~;:.::: 
tf;~i--~/:1,<·::.  .. _·  ..  ·.- .··:  .. ··  .. ·· .. ,  ..  ~:  ·;·,·~·.'<·:".-:"~  ·.··:.'  •".  ''  ..  ·...  ,'·  ,  ..  ···'···-'•'!·:·~·;·~.  :;. '.  '.·.' ·  .. ·  ,.  :.  - .•..  -:  .'  ·,  ·-- ·'·.·:·''  :·.·-~~ 
··;·-z_:.  or. give priority: -~0, any _outstanding grievances. in t:he  field,,_o;'. remuneration_); 
~ii~,r0t~!!rci{~~~t.f~~if:t;,.t.,I~i:,!tr~~E::·~1[~~;;;0,.~ ',  :,·:~~t~~~~~~f~t.;jfi:J.l~~j 
i;'<.  Autonomous  work groups, and decentrallsed. management  patterris' present'  -~>::~.'F':S.i;;;;rf:~ 
·Lt(···<'  ,  ......  ,  .  \.  ..  -.  .. ..  ;  ..  ,,.J·  • .....  ·~  ·-·· ..  ,.:.  ~·,  -·~·  .··  ........  ,'\.  ...  ::,~.:r 
<·:···~halle~ to trade  ~one to adopt  their o~  structure~ to  .th~  ch~d  ·;~::\.,:::~·-
:  ..  ~··.·:-,.~.'-.:  ·  ..  ·  .  ·  · ·  ,  ·  . ·  ·.~  ,  \'-,:  ..  ·"'- ·  ·  ·.  \  '·  .  -- · -··.  ··:~.~-:.:r.~·  ~~-\!­
~:·;·roles of management  a.nd  workers. in bargaining _and  .to develop new  patterns  -·  ::·· 
(-:~:~"""~'•,  •'  '  ' 
1 
'  ,",  '  '  ''  •  ••  '•  ·f,<  •  •,·,  'I  •  ''  •  h•.;  ~  ,  '  ,.  I  II.  ~~  :•;  ,  • •• '''}'  11  )
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•' ••  :~,·,. 
<<·of information and training fo~  ·their members •.  .', ....  :: -...  ,.·;  . ,; ·:··  ..  A  ••  ,  .::: -,_'  ·  : •. '  .- • 
··,\~::\.:·  ......  :·.~.-:·  ......  ::'.  ·•·  .. >·  ......  •  .  ...  ··  ... ,  :,  ·--·~!::/''~  ··.\·.·;~-'':...:1~-~<:.I:. ·-;.  \  ..  :~{··;~,::·-:~·:: 
·!·  :;:  ...  ~ ••  !~:··~·;;  ....  -::·:  :·:1 ·  . ',·:  ···J·\::  ..  .-··:.;:::·_~- :  J·+./··!:-.··-~¥~~:··J.··.··.i,  .:·.':··:c:'•·:-.'·~:~.\· .. ·( ..  ~- ~-"':.:·.·l:r),.,.·,.  ·~~·~·  ·.·  ~...  .  .. ·~.:~~· 
:·,._.- ~~ foremen,  supervisory staff a.nd  middle  management  are often faced with./:;/ 
~·::-:·~:. ..  ::~  ..... ·-··  . ............  '  ._,_.,  ·,  ...  :.~  ·~·.··.  ':',  ,.,  ...... ·  ....  ''··~·.-·  .. ·  ··-.  -~~~~,::;  .. /-;-<:. 
,:\.ia· difficult process _of  adjustment  given that eometi...ules  their_tradition.a.lJ:.:;\:>: 
:<~~-~?ti.P.~~  ~.an.}e -·~d~~~~e~.  ~~,~~~~··a~  ..  n~~-:~~~_prep~~~  :;.·: __ :··:  ...  {:;-r;:~tt~·,}( 
;:  ,  fo~ changes in the structure  of. authority.  Yet. v.ery often a  failure  to<Ji,~."::·:;:{: . 
.....  :i~"·~ ...... ~_,::.~  ...  ····~·····11·.  ,·;  .. .-·-'  ...  ,  : ... ,  .. ';  -.  ·  ...  ,.·.· ...  ~-··._ .. ·.· ...  ~ ..  l.'1_, .•  _,,.:  .• ..... :.;:,'.,\.'··::- ·'  :'  :; __  {:'-:._:j}~~·~·;,~~·:~~·~J 
.•i: z:etra.in and. reintegrate these  middle. ranking employees  ca.n  prejudice  the.::(·:;.-( 
~~~'\~~-~t:: .  i"  q  .:  . • ! ;  :- ~~·-• ,.~.~"";f~·~t-. · .. ·  ...  · -l  ·,  ,..  . •  . ~· · .  .  f.  ·:··-'  .•.  ··'·.~  ·~·.;.  ·~'· .' ·  ~~1:  ·:  .-_..  .,.  ~\~~:  ---~~.-.~  ;~ ·.:·:.·  ··:  ~  ~.  .  . < /  -~··::_;  ._'·  ,.  ...  ·~ '(:  ;~·/<>~~~s·  ... i~J.~~~f : 1 .:  ::)\~ 
.v~·. success  .. of a;n:y. work ._restructurJ.ng  e:x:erc~ses.;  ..  ,·,;)::-;_., ·  ..  :;  .  , ·  ......  ·  ..  '·  :·  :_:  ;:·:,:·'-~~::;~;,\'·;!:•;·;.,; 
~  •..  >4'1'~~- i~ti_~tives _of_  th~  s?c~a.l par~n~rs,, act_ing .co~leo_t~yely\_~t  -~a.tioJ:la.~'~.i:~,~,~~-~ii~~~ 
r:~;t~!i·t~~.·r~~:·.,f'~~!·Jl:~:·l·,", :';/::> ~;'.  ~t:l ).':·' .'  ~}.  ~  >-· .~ \'' . .  ·-.  ·::, ll.;'  t;  ,, :,·  :  ..  ~· ·,;>  .~.,  ·~~-,:  :  ~..  ~;.-.~··.  ~-t~(·:·i:;,::: ··: ',•.  :•\'',,· -:;,.  ·.:  ~ ..  ,.,·~~-~:~~  .. ;:::• "  ·~  ··: :  ·:.~~-I'.'  ~·-.;~~-:::,:,:;.] ~· :::  ~  ;. ' ' .  :~.: :.  :'  .'  \:':'f·~:···.t::;~t·A~~·,.~.\'·.:·~~~*~f.· 
~.,..  g:~.onal -or .sectoral level can have. a.  profound 1nfluence. on the  ~mprovement·\};~: 
.:~~~"~ .~~-~--·/?~·~·,y;;·.:i~  ~f:::-.t~: \''-· ... ,  \  ~.~·.J  ~"'. ~ ..  :  .~.  ~:~ ·:"':~.:.i .;  .. :!.,  ~·>(; :  ... t,  -~~~-·:::,.:-.1:!~-.~,? {..\·~·~  _.  ;.>:.~_:  ·.::\~>~ttt~~~s;~I~1~~-~:;-.-~ ..,:,t  ~.·_~t'·;>\~.L·;~:;~:·~~~t--!-.i,r-:·:·~: ~/·.-...  ;'·~·-.. r:;:~:  ~:~\,~~~t5J~~~rw:~:;~~ 
,  ... ,  .. ;:-ot, the quality of ·working life. Insti  tutiona.lised joint ventures require"  a:~·;i~tsi 
~1~-:.;·::f:-~.~. r:·:";~f _r·.:  ~.~··  ~- ,.  ,¥...  .. -.  l'  -.: .... ;.  ~  ,  .<:·,;,:_~~  ·. ::··  .' ." .  ·  .... ·'- ·:-:.:..·n~.~· ..  ~ .·  :·:~,  ;  ·  ..  ::  :.  ·~·tv  ),,•),"~\ .'::F):  ·:. :.·  -~,..,:,~  !.  ..  _.:~~~.-.i:  ..  ::.\~.~  :. : .:. '·  ~~ :: ;::;t.~::.: ~~.~~~~:~\  ')~!'\~: 
h~;: ,c~mm.on,_.starting po~n~~ w¥ch, .  ~n. t~~- ,ca.se. _o:f.Jtu:~. N.ordi_c. ~ountri.es, has.  beEnf~fi~ 
~~~  ....  ~~~·.r·· .. ~-'~.~),o:;':·~,,·~::_;·.•·  ...  ··  ·._·.  ·-'·."""·:-""·:  ~·  ··.·.~~- ;,  : . .....  ~_.,·  .. ~·-··~:.:t-·~·.'  ....  ,,  .. ;,,  ..  .~,.~f ... ,  ....  ,..\.~ ...  ~·"··.··~·.;., .... - ..  ~.1-· .•  ~ ··.l.  .~J-;  ~·-.~~;···\  '.'··.  ·.-.""~~":.\,.:;J:-~·~:.t\\t!· 
\!£~:.that, of industrial Q.amocracy  ...  In countries where. the respective  objectives:~~'h'~ 
¥~-Ji-~!,{.t\i'.··~ :~--~:ti:;;~  ,:.';·.': :_,.,  ~: •  .·.  ~-·,  .  -~·-··'  ~. :-~-~ :  .....  ~.· ,. :'.': ··  •  ;_: :·· ·~· •r ···'' c~··, .,. ..  ~ ·.';• :,• .. 1.:,  ~-~.  ·:.:;~{,~~,~ :'.'  •.• :.-.t: ·,.; '-"h: .'-''':t ·:'<: 1;•_,. :.:; -;:- •.  -,,  ~;>;~;,;<.;Lc_ ~i{~~~ 
·>t:: o~:the-.social partners appear to. be  more. deeply .conflicting, it,  has  beez:i·~::.:~>)*Jt 
w{:.~;;~g);~;~;.~~;·t,~~~;-~~~.,::.~;i?1.~;,~~~  .• -~~·~;:~;~~~~:-.·~~·:;:~:~;~;  ..  ·~?;:~-~~;~~~~~~~~:,:j~\~t~:(.i{~* 
f~~[JJf:·  ..  ~;~-~~~t~,  .. j.~~~;, ~~  .~~~~~-~P.,_,  ~- !W~,i.  J~:!~i  :~~~~  ..  ~9~~~?~.:·  -~!~~~~~·~;,'~:{!~~~;~~ 
;:i.A'~ _Cp~  ~Y:,lew,l~  .. t~~,.CoiiliJ!ission has. suggest.e~  ..  tl1~. o~ati.<?n,_ 9.f  a_  Tred.~'.f~\;;~~iY~~ 
~-\\•.•,:  1- ••• 1  ,  ·  ,"  •  • 1 ~  ~~  .•  .·  1'  ~~"""  ~  •  .•  ·, •·  .•  \~  ~-~·.  "',  .-•~  ••  [.,,,,  , ..  ·  "'···~·  ~  .... t.•.'  •!.,~  .....  ,.·~·1.~>•·.1,...,  .._,),o~··.,..,,,..,  •  ..,.,,r~-·-"  ·  ~  '1~ 1 1.  /•,·_-:;~  • 
i~:·,Uid~. Inst;_tute which could help  t_o  encourage  th~ exch~  .. of ideas  and~\(:.·:~·~>·' 
~~-.J9:~:-.?:·  ..... ·.:_  .-t.:··  ,.-:-·.··  .....  .~.~·  ..  "·  ...  t~  •• ·••.•·•  •  •••••  ~.t--·,··)1~~>··  -·:-· ...  ~>-·  ..  ··:J·~···.\:!.·'·~~:·.-~  .. :.  ~.  -,\}j'!Y··~~::!/:·\·r,-,.  ... :,:~~-; 
:··;·· •. experienc~ _within ·a spe.cifically trade union. contex-:t;., :. . .:.:;· ......  ~ ..  -·  ~ :.,:.  ·; ...  !!'·/~:'.:·· ;:-.  . 
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Givan a  development  of ideas and interest,  the  social partners will be 
able to adapt 'their traditional mechanisms  and  procedures for negotiation 
accordingly.  Collective agreements,  whether for whole  industrial sectors_ 
or on  an individual company ba,sis are thus likely to become  an important 
method  f~~ stipulating job redesign activities or new  production techniques 
.  :  .'  ~- .  •  •  •  'J  ·.:· ••  •, I  -~  .·  _,  ..  ..· 
..  '  . . . :  ~...  ..  . . 
•  .  ..:  •  1 
•. In recent years,  many national governments have  become  interested in the  .;:~-, 
new  range  o,f  possibilities opened  ~P by the perspective  of·humanisation.::·:;_.• 
Vario~ types of government· involvenient, ·even if only marginal or indirect,.·· 
have: lEmt valuable ·c-redence: to the whole  new  approach. ·  · . ·. 
The  m~~t obvious  form  of involvement  ha.S  been for governments to develop 
thai~ capaoity.for promoting  ~search and  the  exchange  of ideas. By  means 
of new  tripartite organs or research programmes  and agencies,  certain goverl 
menta.  have  attempted to encourage  co-operation letween the social partners 
and academic cireles. This is particularly relevant when  no  other insti  tu- . 
tional form of co-operation has been initiated by the social partners 
'  I  •  ' 
themselves.  The  European' Community  has in the  same  context  decided on  the · 
'  \ 
'creation of a new  quadrapartite body,  the European Foundation for'the 
,.  Improvement  of Living and Working Conditions,  which is destined to fulfil 
·  ..... ·. 
··  the  sa;me  kind of role  at  Community  level. 
·-~  '  I  '  •  ."  _,.:, :.  '  '  •  '  '  ''  •.  ;  '  . '  ~ ~:  :  . '  .  ~  ·.  ' ..  •.;  ~;~:''  ...  ~  ,:':.~:-:.~:f·:i;:<  .·_··,  '. '  '  ' ' .  ' ·.'  ;  '  '  ' 
~;-; .. The  legislative capa.ci  ty of national govei'IllllOntal  systeln.s  has had and will. 
~-~-~·.:.;  ...  •  ~  ~j  ••  •  .' 
J.:.  continue to have  a  profound influence  on the industrial relations si  tuatioru 
"·  in the  va.r:l.~u~ countries. NeVertheless,  the widely differing provisions  fo~ 
:\.,-,  ~orke/repre~entation  .. iil.  the_· supe,rvisory organs  of under~akings, for the  ·,. 
~~:·  ;,_~~mPete'~ces of works  COUncils,  for trade union  rep~sentation; ate.  cannot . 
·~·;:'  -:.  '  ; '  . ..  .  ·.  '  .'  '  .. :  '  .  .  .  .  ,.  .  . .  . 
:,  . be  considered as an area for isolated governmental initiative but rather 
:if':··-~  reflectiori of the  requirements e:x:pJ:.essed  by the social partners.  Gove~  .. 
'  ' 
,.  ments  and' social partners alike can,  however,  dlraw  inspiration from  some. 
of the  more  recent legislation in countries where 'specific procedures and' 
. ;  ..  cri  ter:l.a have been developed for the utilisation of oompa.ny  profits,  for 
promoting the  design of new  work  processes to meet  hunan requirements.  for 
~~·  .. 
cxtending._eduoa.tional leaw provisions,  etc. 
·,>  ~  . 
.;. .. •  i  ~ 
~  .  '  .  .  ':  ··.:  )~:.:?~;~~~/f·::: '> 
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There is; however,  much  .. wid.er,  though unexplored,  scope for government!'l .  · 
acting in their oapaci  ty of employers,  where public authorities_ should·. 
·.  ; 
·  .·.·  aim to avoid recreating in the white collar publio services the  same : 
,:::·  ''  .  '  ..  '  ..  ·  ,··  ..  : 
,,  ·.· 
.:\"1-' 
~~·.  problems  of' an extrema  division of labour already encountered in industry.· 
.  ~i-·?'  ...  ~:  .,  \'\.  :·- .:·  ·.  ,_)'  ' 
..  ;/~·;. '. :  ~  '  .::.:  .·  .. ,. ·'·  ·:.:- ~··  .  ···:·l.:  ·,..-_· 
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gration of migrants,  who  have  settled in industrialised centres.  A vigorous 
and enlightened approach to improring working condi tiona is thus  an  ~ssential 
complement  to other actions envisaged both in the  programme.  for migrant . 
workere,· 8.nd.  in the. memorandum  on  equality of treatment between men  and 
, ... ·. 
women  workers._· 
'' 
;",,  ·.  '•,  .......... ·  ..  i.:.,~.·-··)  ''•,'1  ,_  :~  .. '.  ~-. ',  ... ··.; -..  .  .  . 
'  ' 
;, 
,. 
Other Community  measure~ c~rrently being. prepared include  those  which  foou.Q  '  ...  ::.::;:: 
.  .  .  . .  ,·  . .  .  \  - . .  -~. '  ~-~ 
less. _on  direct policy ini  tiativas and_  mo~  -~n creating the  ne_oassa.ry_  stru~  .. ·  ... ·.  : 
tures for research,  dialogue,  negotiation and  agree~nt ."be_twean  the  ~ocial ···:  · · 
partners,  responsi-.le for determining many aspects of working oondi.  tiona.'.··~··.  c 
In this context  should be  sean the  extension of the  joint committees,  the 
.  .  .  .  ..  - . 
reactivation of the Standing Committee  on Employment,  the  creation of a 
.  European Centre  for the  development  ef v~cational training,  and of a  European 
~oundatiWl for the  imp~ment of living and worldng  condi  t_ions.  :Many  other 
'''•  ..  I 
. areas of Community policy,  partioularly in the  m~re r&sent  fields  such as 
environment  and education, ·also have  direct implications  f<,>r  the  problems 
under discussion. 
. .  ' 
·'  .  ':>..:  . 
.  -•. ,  i 
·. _ A more  s!>ecific approach to 'the 1.m:provement  of working condi tiona is envi...; 
,:  sa.ged iri  'thi~ paper,' wnioh  tit.'kes  a.s  i 'tis  centr~l th~me "imprwement in the 
:  ., ~ ..  ·:  '.  i  :. '·:  ...  ' '  :.  .  I  '  •  ...  ••  •  I  ..  .  '  .  1' 
:' · · qw:U.i ty of working life"or,  to  u.Se  a  lese cumbersome  expression "humanisation 
':···  .  -:····  --:•·-..  ·- -... ..  ...  .  .... 
~t-·.  of work".  "Hulnturlsati<3n",  in this context,  simply means  the  ob,iective  of·  . , > 
'/.~,y--·t':)'~:'<::"-~·  .  :~  -.~-·  ., .  .  .  - -·  •  :  ...  '  ~  ~  :  .  '  •..  ~- .  , .. '  ..  .  .·.  .  ...  ·  .. i.  .:  \ . 
.  ::::,"adjusting  ~~tf  the work situation to the worker",- to be  achieved by changes.:.··,_.  ,.: 
:'' -i~  -·the  -~;si~ of work  prooes~~~ ~a  in. re~atione between wo~kers and in. the:~:·:_  '" 
~ ·  ....  '  -----~------=~------------------ .  '.· ·,  ·, 
,'·:·- struoture of ma.n,c;gement,  which  ~~~giving  workei."S  ~he  opp~tuni  ty to parti-/ '.· 
...  ::  , cipa.te  i~ t~e d!,_ois_ions  wh·~- aff~ their work situation and to undertake  :.  .  .. 
'->~  more  meaningful and  satisfying jobs.  <  ,'.:  ·'  •,  '  - •••  ·::.:.  ·:~·~  :  ·,  }_';:  _.:  ~r.,:,  :-:)~':':\':· 
•  ,  ,.·  ...._  .  '  , ,  ~  .- ,  ' '. t  1 '  ',,,  ~-,,  .,  ••  •  +,  .:  I,  :  ', 
:.~···.~;,•:!:::.~·:,:,~.~:~  ..  :.:'·  ..  ~.·:·  ,  ..  ,'•)  '"  '•J  ',·,  ''t'•;,\  ~  1  ,•.- •  '(,  •,,  I.  '''  ·•  : 
! 17 ~-..  .  •  ..... :.:, '  .  :."11'  •  . . .  ::  .  'I  .  ..  ..... ~;·  ,l  • •. 
·•  "'~ ·  ~  •  ".,·.:.";  :  ·.  . '  ,~:·  •  _·;  i_l  ·.:  I  :.:. :  ..  ,  ~· .. { 
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·. "<. II. The  concept  of "humani sati  en of werk"· in context 
..  ~  .. ;  . 
·.  •  .:..·,  r,: .:  .'  •  ~ 
AttemPts to  int~duoe meaning~ interest and work  force  csntrol into the . 
,  ..• r 
• work situation .do  not  ina&themeelves  imply many  radical departures from the 
principles underlying the general tNn~ towards  an improvement in working 
o'ondi tiona,  which has been a  constant element in the historY of industrial 
·,, 
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· development,s  J;av,e  not,  in themselves,  ~onlU:),lly, :be~I1. the  obje_ct.  of .COI?-SUltation  .. 
~d  negotiatio~,' but .have  remained very  lar~ly an area of ·~~n~r~-~l  .. prero::.).l:: 
.. .  ...  .  .  ..  '·:  .. •  '.  .  ·' •.  .  ·:  .... ', ... . .  ,•  .  ·:  .  .  . •.  ·.  .  "'. ,:. ·:.  :.  .  '•  ·. ,::·i· ,_., 
;  ga.tive".  Theories of scientific management .contributed substantially to the · :· · 
:: ·.'  .. '  .. .' .. '  ..  : .. ",< ...  , : ' . .  .  ·.  ..  :- ,  .  ..  .  '  .  .  '.' . ·.  ,,  .. -'.  .  :  ...  :  .  ... ..  . I  .  ..: . ' .  .  : . ,' ' ..  .' ..  ; '  ..  _.  .'  '  ·-~·.j 
'  trend towards the  division of jobs into smaller and smaller elements,  to a.  · · · 
~\-c/~~  ... :~-~  ~  .·.··.-.:-·-·-..:·.:·~·::, ..  ;·  ·.-- ~,~.  _·:-~.,  ·.,  .=!:.  ,:·  . .  -·····.:·:--:~-.-.::··  __  ,  ._ ..  _.  .-.~ ..  :·. ·- -;4.,'"··.::-.:.~~-·;.~<.~---;·- ...  ·  ,,  \.f~,.·_, 
{  specialisation and systematic minimising of skills,  to out  down  training QOBts: 
~;,i:~~~;,._.,.:  '.~---~·~::--··.·.·:'.·:·  ..  i··!.'·.'- ·.  :·.:,,  · ..  ~:-·  \j  ,;.  '-~  .. /  ··.·-·.·  .•  ·  ·:  •  .'  •''{_.''~  ....  ,;_.~~:_;- ••  ~..,.::~·~· ••  ·  •.. ·'  ·:.~~~; 
::"  and to facilitate and concentrate control.' This process has. applied to ina.nua.l 1ii 
1~~; I',  '  ~  -~ •.  ·~·;  :·  '  ,  .::::.~  l; ' 1  ,•,  ,"  '  '  i  ,.,'  .'I  '  .,  '••' ..  •'  "
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:;'  •  ..  ..\.,:.:...::  ..  ~...,,,,o~,,~,.·-.•.'&>",.,/:V::.,:Oo,"": ..  ~~·,\,,,.,~,.~i.,.;,l"W'"-:..::,  ;y;',,  ·:.  ,":'~-;,f.-{  ':.~·~·>~~i 
::-,  _wor~ers and equally,  .. though more  recently,  to many  white  collar workers.·,  ::\~;<~<:t,;·~{; 
·  The  immediate material benef:i ts brought about by the increasing mechanisation··· 
··- ~~~~  ...  j':~·,.~  .··.~:  •  .:...  ..,  L.·r .. -t···: ..  :.:·~ ..  ·~.  .  ,  ... 1.., •• ·: ..  ,  ···~, '\.l  ...  f·  ·~·  ,  ..  ~~~  ...  , ......  r  ·.-.r.j··  .  -~.  .! 
of work,  usually accompanied by rapid economic  expansion,seemed only on  the.  ,  _.:, 
·~~~:';.~:/:.>'::.~:;'_'.:.)J:1:~.~~·.:·:-~-;··  .. ~~., "·,!:  ·:.  ·"-·}"  I  :'•  ..  :~- :/!;.·.~·  •,.~  :-':!.:;·,·~,1''.,;•.•:'.'",•~-t~.- .!·~·-·  ··--~-/  f  ··~;i'c'"  f,·  'r,.·  ..  !'~~  .·_;·  ,~.rf:..;·".:'.'.'.·._.-,f~-·  -;:_·,·-): ..  "'~;?~~4~ 
;  surface to overcome  the more  obvious  drawbacks  for the individual workers:-- ~-: v·.: 
1tl.·.-;~i·~---=.;-~:.-:·:..~/.l~'t·:.;.:~;  ~  _;  -,  .. :·· ..  ·.  ·r-··::·.i~  ~.;  -~·,..--;-~.  -.:  ..  :.;·~-:-:.·;  __ ::·:  ··  ·:.:-.-.  -~:.- -;··  .  ::  -':.  ··.:··  ··-. .. · ... --·· ...  ·:."":-:-~  ...... ::·  :-,  :_:- . 
.  concerned.  The  debate  on  working conditions concentrated  ~_the negotiation  o~: 
:~.· .. ·-:_.:  .. r:·  :--.~--·-r::::-.-~~~-:-.".···:  ... ··  ..  ·'  --.·  .  ...  ·  ·.:·).~~-'··.:,:  t·•  ·  -;'_-,  ·  ... ;·:·,-\·  .  ~-.·.~.::··  ~-,  ~  ·  ---·:· ..  f.~  ·.  ~.-.  · 
_incentives to compensate  for or disguise  the effeots of the division of work·.; 
:'~:;  ·~ ..  fi._;,  ',  ,,)':  z:·,  ',,,;  ,;-!'.'. 1 '  I  •'  ~  •  1  •  ~  ~-
1 
'  r  ,'•;I'.~  ~  _.,,  ~  ~  •  11 ,  ',  "  _.,""''  ,.  '  •  ,•:;,',;  •';j 
or on increasing therewards for higher productivity and efficiency:  economc  .. ,. 
-~·~;:.-~-.~ ..  \ ..... :·  ,_;  ... ~~- -~,..  ~-..  _,  '  .. ·  :,  ··'·  .  '  ~- .  ~  - ;  .,_  ,,  '  'l  :  ;., f  (e'  ··.:··:·~'-'·;·,~.'  • • .-· 
'.~·  incentives,  reduction in working hours,  welfare facilities,  and· more  recently, , 
'•F"  :-'•"!t I:'.""''.,·  ''  ~- <\  '  •  ~~  •'  •  '  \',.  '"'  '  ~  •  .._  '<''!  ~  •  r;  ,;,  , 
.. -~ore~-~~phistioated social  i~centives invorVing increaSing' p~sions for worker 
J:.::~'\r~--~.·  ~·->··.:·_r:.~  -~- l~·  ••  ·,  ·  ,~  ·  .  _.-,-:  .·~·.-,-·.  ·~-.:.  i--.-~ .. --_-··?·'.':·  ·  ..  ~.:  · ·  _.  ,:_.,·_.,;...,_,-·_  'j':,~-.-~l~- :··"-~  ... ::-·  ....  :.,,:··.·.·:::· 
,,  · participatien1  changes in personnel practices, better training and educational:. 
~~~~ii~tM~t:~£:~~i;,;  }c1,1f~:~ii~~~ff~~·nJiji:~)if~[:~?:%t~~j~;~·;.;·~i~~~~?~~~~ 
:~ ...  This. trend has begun to change  throughout Western ltU.rope  in the last few  years,; 
':( ;7\
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!~~-.,  ~e.,, ch~ging'.nature.  of the work  .si  tuat,ion itself, which had hi  ther~~".rem'airie~J.~l; 
~~-;~~:·t·::ht~~-.:G.·~.;:,~~,Y'}  ,-f'-t~~""!•'.C~-,•'':I•"'l~)i  ·•  : 1  r(".  'i :'  ~ -~~~l·f".,:_.~·:·\'  ·  ...  ~'PJ  ~, ·>  ~-.-1~  ~·,:_,  ~,:1'1;·.~·' f· ..  ,~;,,..: 1  ;~:,:;-.;.1·J: •.~.f;~.~:/_:;(."'  .~. ·.~ .. :  '~~:~~. 'f,:-'1;.,  1<,.,·~: •_- ';.".':'! ?Jf1:!:'i:1 \;  'f:  ··-·~·~-~"'~:-_;,·;>:;);:.~  .• :....\,., ..  ;'~-.~j)-,~~~~~-lf-: ~J  ·,,  ~ ·;·r.·~~  'i·~~~~ 
~(;t.·  ia.r~t:f~"lm.q.w;~'tioi-la'd, "is.incre'~i,ngi.y~ l:iecolning'tlie  ~n·'o"tijac-t"·'of  'ilia~:· ;d.ebat~-'~!~_! 
:.~-,'The  emphasis  on  huma.nisation  of work  should be  seen therefore as  a  movement':  .... ·: 
~f~:T--f  ~~-~--·----!"~·:,_  .....  .._.~  '-·  l>  :',.:,,,'  ....  :_--:··.  '  ....  -.  '·  .,  •• • :~.-: ..  •  •  ·--}  • •  ,•,l;•::~'·~:.·.t  ·_-.·".!'_--.~-.i/::~11  ..  :-;,:;~::~~~f 
~~-.'  awa,y  from the  search for and the negotiation of compensatory  ~ncentJ.ves and  a~;, 
~:-t:.~',,,.,  ...  l;r';.,.':,>t,:•}_~:.:_~,~•·•':.  ·:.  \  ~- •,.1•  .._,.,_,,·•  >I•.,  ,,  ,.·  '•  .:.  •,  -~,  .:•  ~~~:'i.,  t· ..  :,  ••  ,,··~  '•  •'' .··~'1:/•9~·.-....  1 {~'.,',"''·-;·'  ',tj  ••  ..  ,·~.-.~)1'_\\·~ 
·-~-- movement  towards  a.  direct reappraJ..sal  of work  orga.ru.aatJ.on  and the  correspOil.Mo:;~; 
~~,?;..  •  ..  i  ·  ·  •  ..  ·'· ·: "'.  '1.  -~:  ·~t··,l,,  -:  .··  ··.·~  ..  _.,,.•:.  __  ··.~·:.'~i!;-~-~~;;·:~~r--i··~~·-~-;-~-i'.:,~;;;:.~~.~-!~.  ::  .;~~\' 1 ~~; 
·,'  ding hierarchical  organ~sat~on of:  the enter;pnse or sel"V'l.ce •..  ~';::o:_··:::· ..  ··::;:.';:~:~:.~"~'-.!:;":::·~.:.;}'•·.,~; 
~r.t~:~~~~~~'i:fK:;~>~~  :Jb;~" .  .  ·  ,,\;W~~~1(Ui~¥~;~~r~&i'Z!,;~,~~1i;?;;:::-'ki~lift(il31~?;i,:,~iM\~\ 
-~  To·  the extent that this movement  involves a  direct or indirect  transformation.>.,,~--
:·:~-~-\~-.):.  :··-·'t-:
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~::,.and decentralisation. of the  power structure,. this. approach coincides with, ,·Y:;::•·;·:.:, 
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~);~d is,}~~en. i~ r~t. identifi·~-~ ~.t~ ~?e move~n;j_  tt:>G~~·':·~;~~·~}ef,~z:a.tio  :·"-, 
~-- ·decision--making,  particularly at  shop .. floor  level.··_·.~  ..  ~ ..  :-~:::~.:: .. )_:-..  ~~ ...  t- •  --.! 
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±t  should. a!~~:-ba  -~oted,' 'hdWever,  that~ 1n as far ·a.s  work  humn.nisation implies 
a job restrU.cturlng planned:to pronde the  degree  of worker satisfa.ction  ·-
~eces~a:~ iii ~rder 'to satisfy. certain technological  or economic  requirements 
.·. _  .. 
~f the.  ent~~ris~:; ·it·  coinCides with t_he. constant  search by m:inagement  for  ';: .. J::::·· 
..  ;=:~o:~t;;l~::~:::~  officionc~ ~dproductinty:  .. ':  ... ·  ..  .  ');,~:f~~ 
Since  "huma.riisa.tion"  can be  presented both in terms  of more  democratic  decision::.~t?: 
.  .,  .  .  .•,  '  ...  :  . .  , 
making' p;ocedures and in terms  of increased working efficiency and productivi  ti~~~-·'. 
attitudes and  ap~roaches vary gre~tly from  count:r:r to countcy,  depending ·on  .. ':-:<.>:. · 
'  '  .  '  .  .  .  '  '  .- .  .  .  '  . .  .  '  .:  '  :~-l  ~. ··:.' . 
the  tradi~ional strategies adopted by_ the  respective  social partners towards:(:·:.>(!·::;·: 
industrial relations within the national context.  Negative attitudes are  likely:· .· 
.  .  .  .  .  ~  .  .  .  - \  . 
to be encountered,  where  the interests of employers  and workers are perceived · .·  .: 
as fUndamentally irreconcilable. In some  cases,  however,  while  the basic notion 
of conflict is not denied,  tha very openness  of the  concept  of "huma.nisation" 
is seen to presen~ ne~ opp~rt~ities for negotiation  leadi~  .. to positive improve- .  .  .  .  '  .  .  .  .  . 
ment.  In other 9ases,. this approach is seen as an  extension of prbductivi  ty  .  ·: 
.  ;-:  :;'.r"'·.  -·.  .  .  .  ,  '  .  .  '  .  ·  ..  ·.·..  ' 
bargaining where  the unions accept to identify with the  objective  of greater .·.  ,. 
. profitability for the enterprise  on  cond.i tion that ma.jo:Z.  ~oncessions are  made  ,·  .::·.·.: 
,  on. trade Union  influen(}e  .over decision-making.  In yet other c.a.ses,  where  lar~.;.·;  ~ ;:  ..• 
:  .. ~  ·:.  .  ... _:,  :- . ': ' . :.  ,.'  . . .  -, •.  .  _.  '  :  '  .  . .  '  . . .  :  .  .  .  .  •  ' .  .  '  .. :.  .  '  :  ·,  ' ( ' ' ..  ; • .  .  . ' .  .  ·.  •i-) :!  •', 
scale  ..  changes .in work organisation have been introduced successfully,  there has;:.::  .. ' 
:·.  ·.-_:.·t:.-.:~~·.:-.,;:·::·/·····  ~~  .··:  ··~  ':  .- · ....  ·,_·  .... ·.  ·.:·.;~;i'-~:  .  .--. 
'>  been  .. a vecy' extensive .mutual iaentifica.tion of interests concerning industrial".·,>;  '·1; 
r  ... ~_:  .•:-.,>!'·:~.·:>·;,..;.  __ ~~~;.:.  ,.  -~'  .·  :.  :  .·  .  . .  . .  .  --~-. ::;.·  - .  .  .-.'=:"  "~·-.,;~~~-...  -.  . .•  .  ..:.r.~:{:~~/·.·.~~~ 
·  democracy and productivity.··  _,..,.,·:  .~>:{:'·>' 
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..  However,  ;irrespective of the attitudes currently adopted,  in all their diversity,.-.. ·· 
'  b'~ ih~  ~O~i~ j,a,rl,;er,,  thO· tN'Jiil toi.ards huinamsation of work  iS  being·  ;.)·i:~%; 
;':--.·':~i~r~~.·;;~~{_~y.:·~·.~.;_:· .. ~~"b~~ ~f -other  i~tors_i·::  ·  · · ··  ·~ -~:' ..  .-~- ·  ·•·  ~ ..  :_~_':_  · ·  ...  · · .·  . 
,, .... • : .: .... ·; ·:  .; --~··::· .. ,"> .......  :, ...  :.. ..  ..  .  .  '.  .  ·~  .. '  :ii.,:.~;::) 
;;  (a)  th6  ~h  ~~material pro~~rity ..;;d social security since  ~he war,  /'J:.\i~ 
which,· in  spite of current  ~~o~iomic difficulties,  has  encouraged a.  shift'~_.:.'~ 
-·>··::;:-- of e~ph~is' awa3 from material  n~eds  · a.nd  anXieties towards  demands  for a  ..  ··,:··. 
: ·...  better ·~ali  ty of life, both at  ~o~k and in leisure.  . 
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·.  (b). higher educational lave·l·s·  and a  changing educational· system  produci~·.t;.·.'~·  .. 
a  more  demanding younger ·  gene~tion frequently educated beyond the··._  .·  ..• · 
1,· •.. 
iiili!lediate  requirements  of the  employment  available,  often showing thai;·  .. 
.  .  .  .  '  .  ~- . .  .·  .  •' 
dieoontent indirectly,  9ausing rising_ lewls of absenteeism and labour 
i."  S~~~.:,  ....... ~.  .  ,;,,.,··:~;;  ;  .. i  •.  ;,;,;:nlX~;;;~:;_;:~~!~: i: }Ur 
.:  ( o)  the. growing  re~lisation· that efforts  ..  t·o··~hiev~··  ~qual·~~pportunitiee 
',,  '  •  ..  •  '  - •  \  ,  •  \  ·I  '  ; :  '  . ',  'I~-.• 
the educational field must  be  complemented by reforms  and_ a  reduction. of:., 
·  i~:~;ti~s in,,  ~.he .  world,,o:.  :orkJ,  _:, •  ,··,·h ,  }~' .•.  :.;: ;;~: ·:~··:  ... ,'.;;:t~·~·l@i 
(d)  ~he n~w demands  for ·a.  greater sense  of "social responsibility". o~ the  '';:~,:;!~ 
· J:_(part ·of private and public  en,~erpris~, to  ~cc<>mmodate. the  inte~~t~  ..  ~~:t·:i"~?~ 
' .. ' "  just of employees but also of the  Clonsumer  and  s~ciety at larse and  wblich 
·~.imply ~ater  disclosure  of informatio:n a.nd  changes in the  decisio~· 
.  . . 
._,•:.-.. "·:·  ... -~.;  making prooessf  ,,  ..... :.  , ·,·:  ... ;- ......  ·;.;.  ··.·:  :,· ..  ~.-~  ... , ..  ,-:"·  ....  ,, 
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. (e  ).'_tha  ,raeeure •f international competition inducing management  to inwsti:.,.. 
<  'I  '  '  •  '  ,  r  '  \  00 '\.:J•'.,"' 
:;;  ;.:·r{,:. ·.gate new- methods  of management  to increase produotivi  ty and_  improva : "};:i'l~:;~;\ 
~:t~1i,.,~~:~\;,.~,:  ,, i·, ,  ,  .....•.......  ~ !Y(i. "," .•  ,,.. •  •  • . .  3~';: ·  :  .  ·  .. :,i?· :, ,"; ·  .• :  .<;(.:}rt·:~\tit 
:;\;:  ..  '.:·(~)  incJ'E3asing res'trictions concerning .the. recrui_tment  of.  migra.n,.t  labourr··\;;.;'bfi?~ 
~-;:.·.~,.~,'',(.~  ._'',~'_:'_',  .,,r,,-;.,  .~..  ,  .  ',  ,'  •';.  '  ,·  ..  '·•;- '•'  ,·  .'  •)  ,'"  .:._.·  .  - ',  '·  ..  ,  ·.-.. .  ;":1\,J;:.'.\~· 
i.*.f:~~~}~~:~'e:_.,t?~the.:r. wi_th  the  developme~\ o:f  le~l  provis.~on,s, t(): er1s.ura.  equal.  trea~~\l:~ 
;j:j ..  h').~."J::;  ~(:f,.l"'(:,·-...  -~·.-::·-.>.~-:f-:-·'  .- ...  ··.-.  :.-:  · . .  :.::· ..... ,·  ,-:·-'<--! ... '.:.·_: .. _  ..  ·.,  '  .....  '  . --.·.:·.  h:  •'  -;  ..  ,- ;:.):--;:'  ·i·'  •  ",  • .";•:·'·  ;~·:<)··~~{:?~.:!~f~ 
t·  ,.  ..rne:P:t  ...  f~%-__ women_  workers,  are, _reducing' 'the  p<>ssibili  ti~s  .. o,:t;'  ~mploye%13, to:  ..  ::;·~:;it 
'•J:,i.~--;.  ,,.,o'•;r•  ,'r ::  '/'•'  I  •'. ','  •  ,I'  ";'  \···'  I'  ~  '  •  ~  !  I  ·:·  .~  .•  <l, ·.  •  ~  ,,',,,•,'  ..,-'  '  ::'  '  ·,,  ....  ~-..  ~~!','.f.;t, 
:.,'<,.,j~:(reii'  o!l"'~h~t has  b'ean  a  v~(  reserve of  eonie~ime~  ~th~:r. ~skill~.~ labou~'~ 
f.!~M~;~~W~}!.fk~~i;~:}:\;:;7(.,.-,·: ~  ~:; :: .,  -~~i~:  ::;  +~· ·' :,1  :: •  .'::: ::.~~£~~~" :)'c  •.  -~.:).:'l:. :·r;·: ·.  ~:·',.  ;;'<;:.~-~.·;~.:  :_:_:l;:r~~r·~~.:~~:}~\J:·:: :  ~-,~;(;:·-~· ::{~;;~~;1;;:h;~·-i{)~ 
j·:y (gt.the.  p~ssures .to. impr<>ve ·  th,e :economic. and  technologica~ viability  _of:·,\:·:::::,~ 
'~tf::~~~~~M~,~:,': ind~tri~  ·  d~velopment in  lees-favo~d regia~·  of  th~  Community·~··  ..  ~hi'6i{·::i~l 
~y~<:~:t~?:t>~>;-.:~:·  ·  ... ,  ...  ~~--·,·  .·.· ..  _  ....  ~.·  ...  ·~:- ..  ·.  ···-~ ..  ,~-.  ·:~;·~;.-.,~- .·.  ---.·~·-.-'.\.~~\~:.~i~r· 
ti~.;:::::}:~_;,  'len~_ themselves particularly t,o.  the  int:roductit'Jn of new  pa.t_terns  of.  work':-:::.: 
~~~;·;~~-~-·~.:;~·~·-:..·:·  .·  .,.,,_.,.  .. · 1.  ;_  .  .-_.·:  ,  ._  . ·.  .  .  .,- .  ·,.,  ) ,,..  ...  .  ,.-,-.,,·.:·.· 1 :.: .. ';·,..··;::c;1.; 
·'·:·~\+·;;,;,:·,,_  .or~sa~ion.  and small productio:!l_.·uni ts base'!. on  group  technology•::1.j  ·,-('~:::;\;' 
;:;::\~?::iMoi{~'~if~i')Sf.·::~~i:)-;,';  .:<~)~::::: ·.  ;~.:·• ··  .·'~:;::~;:j• ·{\.:~'\::;;(,·:,;:~~;:  ·,;: '.  :;.·  :~::,i.:. L  :.,  •, ..  ,:'  :;._,f:·.~,' ',  .;  .... : •  :,:~;~t!i;·  ..  ;:;c.d~i.;J:'::){ 
i:·,.  A whol~  .. range  of. other developments within the industrial relations context. 
:;:,·~:·i~~e;tf, Js, likely_ to  emphasiz~ the  i~ortooce 0;  :th~  debate. on work  o~~~i~-~~ic 
\  .,_. ..  :1  ' ',  ~·!<'  .  . .  - .  '  .  .  ,.  :  . 
.... :·  The  following issues are worth noting:  ~  , ·  :1:  .r:;~ ~·  .:'· 
:r;.'·\~_;.,~<(:'-\•:1!.·;:::_'·.  ·,  : ,.  ·  ·  ·  · ·  ··  ·  :.· 
::.  ·- developments in the field of industrial safety and hygiene indicate the 
.-·:.·.:  need: to  gi~a greater responsibility to individual workers in the  identifi..e'.· 
,.  ,·,  ,'l 
cation of safety hazards,  the evaluation of certain types  of physical and·  ·.  :·. 
'  / ... 
·-,  '". psyc~ological stress and also in the  design and application of. protective·  " - 8 
'· 
-·: ... · 
•• j.  •  •  '\:~ 
·..;.  the  reorganisation of work  p:racessesy.,whether-or~not:influeaeed by the 
' 
notion of humanisation,  normally results in changes in job content, 
increases in responsibility or in productivity which in turn hnve  reper-
cussions  on  the wage  structure. Inversely,  the  impact  of material rewards  .  ' 
for workers undertaking monotonous  repetitive tasks is diminishing with 
the result that wage differentials are becoming less and less related to 
the  types of skill being employed;  ' ·  ., 
.;'"!·  ·  ...  ··'  : .. ,.···):  ' 
'.  '  .  · .. 
- the  reform of ~ork organisation,  enabling workers to execute  a  wider 
variety of tasks and apply a  greater sense  of judgement,  can be  seen as an 
on-the-job  form  of training and thus  a  method of increasing the qualifi-
cations of workers  so that they can prepare to move  into higher paid jobsf 
.'  ~ .  ·,  ..  .,'  .. 
. -· faced with escalating costs and forced to make  increasing long term 
reappraisals of alternative production systems,  employers will be  increa,-
singly tempted to opt for heavy investment in automated systems which  can 
in turn intensif,y the problems  of repetitive routinised work if systems 
\ 
designed are not  obliged to take human  and.  social criteria into account. 
·, 
A great variety of different concepts,  methods  and approaches have been 
:.  developed in response to these  newly felt  chall~nges. However,  most  of the 
'  ' 
praetical experimentation and initiative has been oarried out  only relatively 
..  recent'i/  and very unevenly. across the different'  ~ountries in Western Europe •.  ·· 
···:Even  wh~re work  reorganisation ~xe~:ises  ·have become  established practice 
and been imitated in other plants or services,  there is a  general reluctance 
.  ' 
to indicate a.ny'precise  criteria for futUre  initiatives,  given the extremely 
.  .  '  . 
'' subjective, 'constantly evolving and unqliantifiable nature  of the factors 
. involvedi. and the  fact that most  attempts 'to improve  work  organisation have 
be~h largely isolate·d and ·essentially pragmatic reactions to specific existiDg. 
,:·.  .  ' 
or foreseeable  conditions.  In the  sense that the  definition of human  needs 
"in thework sitUation must  depend ultimately on  the  conscious expression of 
· such needs by the workers  concerned, it is a.  truism to aa;y  that no  formuli~tic 
answer can ever be  found. 
,'' 
•,'. 
..;. ::  '• 
··~  ---:9· ....  -
~:  ...  ·-~  .--. ...  ~ ·~~  ··.  ·.f. 
.. ·,  ..  ~ "' .•  ':t .  ..  . :;·_ 
~·:  ' 
_Nevertheless,  the influence  of a  common  social environment on human  needs is 
•  ,.:~ .  .;  ...  :,  .  "'i :.- r ·  ·  : ~  ''1  •  . .  , ·  :  _  •  .:·  j  ·  t  • 
. _bound  to be  a  determining faotor arid  on  this basis a  number  of principles 
;_-'t  •:.~,'•;.:,:  ,-:·,  ....  h  :.'"';  •.  •  ·,•  ',  ·~ l,'  .j > ',,.i:,.'•  ,{  ':  i::  "  0  ·-~·,  :  .J  -::,.  '  ;r  ,!  ·:,.  :  f.  ~  ,  ,"  •  •  •  ••  :,:'  ~  :  •  •'  I',<:.~:  ,:  ·.:  ' 0  ~~. 
;.;·~~X?;  _be,~~  ~e~~~~I.~d:  1in, .:re.~~-arc~ · dt)Il7  ~Y~~-~?.~---~~,s~~~~ti~~s .a~  T'7~~ 1 ~-~-~~.~-~~·-';, ~-:~~/:.:->?\;.;;. 
·  · !;;sti  tute fo:t  Ii~~- ·a~ia1Xon~ -~hidh. ha~e;  b~~~ \:Wed. a.s·  itrldelin~(~ -i~  ..  ~-·number:  :·· ··. 
_, ... -<~···''~,  .  I  ··"  "":Lj,',  ..... :J  ....  ~ ..  ·  ~-:::  ......  : ....... :,':::_  t.,.·:i·.;~···~',,~  .. --.·,.·;:  ..  ·.: .. .-·.·.-::: 
,  ..  ,  of suocessf'ul work  reorganisation projects.  These  emphasise  the basic  human-~.;  ;,: 
/;'\,!~');(•:::J~:~;I;!~:~.~  '  ',",:'.•,'  ,-,·  '•.'  ··  ~~~- '.,.·:'  •  •  ·"  •:  ..  ~:.'·  ··~~-'  :;•  :•  '  ~  ,',  •  :·~  :.•:  '  •,•'  •·'lJ·,':\-/:o'.'.·'·:r.~::-:,.;1~ 
t.>~·  nee.ds  for"a variety, of.  tasks,  for a  minimuin  iengtli of work  cycle,  for  eiome':?:':~~::,j:·.':; 
:~ :.~:1}.~~·.4~~·~  .f,-~l1.::: ,)  n ...  ·  ·:·;;. ·.: ·:.  -·~;. ·.  ~~ ... ·. ·, ~::,. ·  .t: . ,  ~~-:::  ~,.~..·  .  ,l.  •••  .;  :  ;. J: ,~·  I~·:: .  .t,!.; .r·.( .-t·;; .n r.t,i~ ... .  ;\ t!  ·~--;.  ,:~  ".! ·  i'f· ...  -.~,  ·  t:•t ;l A.~ I'-;:  ~~ :···~ ,.  .•  :-- ~  f',. 1 : 1 ·· ••  .:;:  ~;~.-.} ,;.J.·~ ·· ···:.~  /; t  ~.:  ~ :~  wr  OOilCeptuai  and c'ontrol capaei  ty,  for social. recognition,  an  identifiabie'~~j;tJ}j~',!;:{~;·;~:?~ 
~::·:.~~:r..-·.~l·-·~  .. ~  ··  :.~.;\·  .-;~·tJ-,~  ...  ~  ~·:;:.0::· .  .4.·.~·.·:,,,  ;.r  :: ... ;  ..  _,  ·  ;  __  r\·-H;~.- t::_~((\  ~.-..~_.:.!.;.:::·~·>:  ...  r-....... :_)  v:··-:..•:':'?  ·  ~·Mt  ..  ·:\·J·  ·~t  ...  -::·m .  .-~~-~i.-:9.-~·:,:~~:::i,~.·-.;~.!:.-
:;~:::  functi()n,  and for opportunities .of self improvement  and eccupational  Upgr~.;:;;;~f/~t-'; 
~0~~~;":·;~·  ... ;.  ·'  ..•.  ·;;1:'r~~~~;ir 1  :· ;  .. ·. f·.1'  }:i~it··~''-'\~~;~:f:.~l·:  .. :  .::.~  ~:,t~~:t~~'·!i:~~~J~~v~!· 
,  Numerous  exercises and concepts have  been devised,  very largely on  the basis_.  . ::  .. ,  .. 
·~'!1:-'>~-:·  ~~·  ~;.,.  :.~·,:·..t.··_..~·  .. l-\'}_:·;  .:··",t'J,:::;_tt.;.'\·.  ···  ...  1-li.L'o~r:·t~  .'/~  ~(.,.!:~··:~;,.'''  ···,- ·.  /': 1.:.·~.-~-... ·;,:.:,···._:  t·;~-~~:: ...  r.~  .. :.r·;.':;--;'·.;·~~~·;;·  .• 
·_:.:  of these indications,  and applied particularly to modifying the  system  of';_-,:-·:  :- ·~-~:'\·.~ 
•.:\}t'·.:··.·:,..t~  "· 1 -.11•  "':I''"·- •"'  t'~··  ;  ",:'•  '',•t::r·'·"·~  •,:'"'  :.  1  •·  .":._,,..;r  ·~.  ·  '•'-"!''\  .'-~- '..,  t<••  "•'  '"J.'  •·  '1·•·  ····  •.  •· ''  ·'~t<•·',t··~··'  f  '  ·"·1." 
:;~· :·~.;mbiy· ~i:~~~- prod~ctio;·~~~'r:  d~~bles  'i~ the  ~iectrica.J.' and  ~~ec~i-
~·;.:.·  ..  1·:··~.·-.:. .. !.',  :  ...  ::.:t~y  ..  ~.,~--~~,A.r~r:-<.-.,"·:.~-·~··  ·.-:·'·:.:~_;··  1"·:;  ,:t.\\~;l•  "'·~.:  ..  ····:~·:':-..::·_!'  -~-·~~-fi':·.·""· .. ·.·-;----.-·.·:  .,  . .........  ,-_-~(~~  ..  ~  ·:-'~.-··· 
.·  oal.engineering industries.  Such  concepts include "job enrichment"  (increa:- · · 
}:~··:.  ~i~~ t·h~·:r~~~t~
1 -~i1 j~~-~rit ~-~~i~a:)~·j-~b·e·~l~J~~t~'  (i~~~a~i~- th~.-:~::.  ·  ... 
r~·s;.,:(: ....  ·~  ··.:.:·:·v'\_,:  l  .\:,'V"'!':.· ... ;·r~)'1'•~;~  ~- .···:·  , ....  ~  ..  .  .L:.~!  . .  "1~·.:.·  :."'·~  ...... ·  :~·.···.:  !':  ..  :· ..  I  ···.~-·.  •••••  ;-'·:··  ..  _·!,  ~ •....  ·  ..  ·,  ;.<.··~: ... ·.:-:·>··· 
number of operations to be  performed without necessarily adding any intellee>- :,.·: .. 
'i .:  .'  .  .,  ..  . '  '  . '  .  .  .  .  '  .  .  . .  .  .  ~~~  'c-'·  ~: -~  .  .i.) 
tuSl challenge)  and "job rotation"  (moving from  time to time  to differen(\,.·3·. \i::'·~:; 
·  .tasks to ·introduce  ~ ~aried routine)~  ·  ...  :_\~i:~_:!~;:;:i:i~.:~~-j~£.f::_:'{:~;~~-:·.~:~ ..  ;  ~.{~~~:., -~/f:};~'f;.::~- :, 
i:~~~?~~~~.  ~)  ;£.  ": ~11,  th: ··~~.  r~m.  ~~~·~~~p~~t.  ~~;.·;k  ir~~l:;~1i~~i~i' 
;1F  ..  u~ng·,:.:t9  ,il;lo~  .. ooinp:lex. forms. of upgrading, at_ group_lavel,' on  ... ~he. _basis~.:-!L/\:·\t~·~:: 
~i~-· :i.~  ···.:·' -~:  ~ :.  ,,-~ ".:._.--:: :'· .:., •'\:' J  ••  '.~·.-~  ..  ~·.l.\! ~-::-·:v (  \o-' ;., '·.  ,:·~  •  ~:""  •  \./~~(  - ~.  •  ~- '-~ - .-.·-~-.;  ••  :~··  '  •  .~.....  •  ~.  •  ., .,  ...;~_:"~ '·,;' ':;.'' .;·.  ~-·  ).  •  •  ~~·.  "l  •  '  ··:~~,  ·:~ 1/·::  ~  ~!1..~·:·~·· r:... t  _-.  1 ··:;;  ~:  -~~":{~f:<·"· ~-> ... ~  ,.'t'.~:. 
1-{f::.  of. the  concept  of autonomous· or semi-autonomous groups, _which  can Provide  i~':f:~'t:;f:;:~d~rX:~' 
::;f~:i·~Y;:i}~.ft.~;;~~,,,.,,-~:;. 1 -;.·..=~-~.i  :: .  r.·l·-<1~-~!r.:~· i;:-:~··:-r· 1 ·:  ::  • ./,.::·  ·-\:  •  ):  ·f.·.-..  ·  .  ...:.>:.~~.-!!  ";i;:·.:· :·:.- :":.:::.·  ,.-.i..:-', ... ,  .~  •. ~ ·._  :/,:~ ·t  ~.-~.;  .. ,~:-~ ...  ~i!,.  •;:  ·~~ \  ~  ••  _.  :'i~ .. c·f:.W-·:1.  ~  :.  ~·  •.  .~.:~~·rr-::· .·- ~:.  ::~~~-~J:~.!\~.:t~~t~~~ 
<~::_:·":opportunities. for' a  fundamental reappraisal arid' 'considerable  decentralisatiori\f:~~'~·.'i';J. 
r:~~!~~i~~~;~~~k;t~·~;~~i~i:~~~~~~~~1~~~i;'~I~~;~~l!:::'  ~~:~; 
;~\~,;~1.lle, p~f'\lsiRI,l.  !3-Il~  ~ve~si  ty  ,.()f.  the_, ~xe;-cisea,,.,  th~:t.  ha~.  ~ee~  ,c~;r;-ri~d.  out;:\:.JL~~;::;  ::[; 
~;1~~~  ~i.t:~··~J, t  J  .-·~•' >,  ;,.o\.- ".•:,Jf''', ;  ;••,, '"'  ,;•  ~- ~  I  ":~  '•  ,..  '>  , ..  :..0  _';  '  •  ·:  '-:  ••  ~: ~;·'•'  '  •;,_.·):  '  "  .....  _'  ~~.:..,  • ..  ,  .,, ·,  .~''  •  "'  ·~'  ~r.  '  :• I.'  !"I~\'"' . ., <  •  :,~ '1,  .~  t. •  ~~-~~·  ·~ ...  ~  ... ·  ...  ;  ~· t,. \  ~···!::  ''\-/•,'' :.  f).~·  ••  '-..  ,'.1;;:-:-),  :,1~ 
;i-"i~~. ~pplying 1 _, the,~~-- oo~cepts  .  i~di  vi  dually  ~r in co~bina~~  on,  w11~~:t;t~r~~~.9.ons9iously;,.';!;;r~~  A! 
~:.\·~~~~(  ..  ~ ;·.::.·~r·. :r:~: ·..  ...~.~.:.~~.  ~  ..  ::-~·~.·.:. ~-:}·~,.  --~~ ,: ._..  ~: .  ~  ~ .  ,  -~  -:~. -~ .. ;  .... .  ~··:.:. .  ..  .  ,  -·:  J  ·-·  •  . • !  .  ;·\~.  ~  ..  ~  ..... ,  \,.  _  •  .~.~.  . .. ·-"  .~  ~  .~..  ·l !  .~  •  ,  ...  ,  ~- "·· ;t :'::-t":""..:::  11  tl  • :  ;. •• ;  • --(  • • - l'  .--~~~~::·:·  .-z.:·:~:  ..  ~:~:i 
i(!:::·,  o~,~ ;mcons_ciousl;y, ·_and  ... in;eci.cJ?.,  c~e  .-I'6fl~~ting,  ~he  .. i~divid~l  .~.?~mo~9. soeial):{:;'<:;:_ 
i~~\~'l~~~.V~·~-~;":',!  ...  -t~{'~;-- ._  .....  _t'i'''":'+-·•~!-;•:·""': ...  *·.:·~·-·  .r.,.  ·:·,·-!\·:'  ··~··  "\····,.~·:·"-·-~  .  .>.\  ·~--~··•'  ···-~.._j.,:>.·!,~~  .....  :··.•··v·•·  ·  "·.>\i.··~lu;:-~·~;._;.·_ •. :  ........  J.·  .··.~  ..  ,  ·.t··.{•':~)·,·~! 
~)''_'and -poli  tic·al envi'roninen·t, ~have increased the difficulties of defining  acceptable~.:' 
}".· 1 ·I·.~:.:::.:.r:,'.:t·:f~~ ·>~·  ·~:~';. ~--·;· :•~ .  .'  ·.~•:<:'~,' -'~'  ..  ~ :: :  t~,;.  -~ ".  1..
1 
', ·  :  ,  :-.• ~tf: ·:0..  ·: ....  ,·, .~.  ~ ,"•  /.  ~-,'~.  ..~  -~  .~.}.  ;_.;~ l~~::/,  ,1;~  • ;:,.~;,-,.:. ~~:~ r' ...-', o  ~  ,y:  ~ . .  ,I: j., ,.  ~  t.),..,f  ;;,  ,J."  \'f  _:- _' 1~  ~ -,:.,::··/ 1,  ,'  :,  ,  '.' :.:.:•·; 't  ,<',  '-::}~~  :'): 
~·::!';  criteria.  by which it.  should be  possible to evaluat_e. the new  conditions  requl.red''\:~l;i: 
:-~-­
. .  .  :~-·:.·.-:. 
•! .\  '\'•'  ..  ,-: 
~;.::. 
·- '  .·  ·.  '  '  ..  ~:~.:..:~·:·.z:·.--~r.S.~,:>x·  .. :  :.:,;-·.  ··(  ~ wf-k-'  l..  ·  .:.~-·~.-·-:t~,-
. (  .. .-.  .  .  ·  . .. :  •  .  . .  .  ,.  .  -~~r.~"/l..  .  ~~"i  ......  ~~  .;  -~  .  .  ~:·.  ·.-;·_·-.·~.·::~:-.F_::::;··.·.·-~.:_:~_-·  .•  :,:_-._-~_:··.-,·_:·_:- .. _.·.  :_;·:_·_:.·_:_._·_~·,.-.-.-·.-.·  ...  :' ..  ·:·  .· ..  -.:.··,·.~'  -~·::t::  :<:~  .. l;:<-i  . ·--"  .· ..  '.:  ···'i  ·.:''{  .  -~  .,  •  ~  .•.. --, 
,  ~ :'· ·  ::,,n .'; ',{l :,i:':}t.iW~f~f  ·"'' j  ·  ·..  ri:¥1? :,_r 
....  :·.· 
. !~·_;::· ..:..  :r  ,. .  .,;_·~:  .  ;  .. 
··:·. 
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_ It is clear that the trend towards  "humanisation"  cann~t be  iooked at in 
isolation. Coinciding as it does  with  the  general  ~ovement towards industrial 
( .··.  .  ..  . : -f~·: 
democracy,  the problems involved should be  seen in the  context  of the wider  . ,  .:1..;. 
social,  economi-c' and political climate.  " 
.:  .~. 
1  ~.:  .:~".·  '  :  •.·'  ·,  •.\  ••  ,  io  '·'• ·";'  •  .• 1  ~~.;!  ~  ''  •"  ' 1  ',•'  ~  'i:·:.t•
1
'  ~ 
,.1·: ..  "='  ·· ... •  ...  4:_-~;1''.·  ....  ~  ..  ~--.-~ ... -..  ./..·~::.~·:~··  ,, ..  ~:.·  •..•  ,.,-.. ·~·  .,>  ..... · ....  ~:-~.l· 
...  'The  particular·~~d{tion~ and  compositi~ of the  l~bour force  in one  plant  - ).;;_; 
'"'~·:~\'J'  ·':···'·-'  l~t··~_,  .. _  ..  ·....  -:  .t  ,,,  j•.:  •  :•·,·.·  ••.  -~:'),' 1 
llla3"  wall vary considerably from  those in .anothe~ plant within the  same  region,<'.: 
;~.,,·'!,..,~·  ·  ,,  ..  - • ~  '·.  • ····":  ,  '  ,  .  ,,.,  ,.  :•  •r  .• 
1 
_"  ,  •  ,  ·,  _,.,  •  •  •  •  •  •  :·l}':.i· 
. · . but it is particularly at national leyel where  a  multi  tude  of different  facto~.,: 
·  -·- co~ int.o play and  Bh:.arply  disti~sh'·  the  clima.te  for progress.  between  on~  .::;_tr~ 
country and another.  These  factors include not  only the  tra.di  tional structure  ::.\ 
'·.·  <  .. "  '  '  " 
and emphasis  of industrial relations,  the  respective  stre.teg].es of the social ·":.·. 
partners, "the-._~ustoma.ry degree  of  ~t~te intervention,  etc·,  b~t also a  whole  . · ·
1 
.  ~ '  •,  .'  '  .  .  :  .. :  :  '  .  '  .  .  .  .  .  . 
range  of more  general interacting elements such as  the employment  situation, 
access, t~  'alternative. labour forc-es  (migrant,  ~orkars), the general standard  .,  · 
... ,  ' 
of living and education and the  quality of. the  sooi.o-.cultural infrastructure  •. 
:·:  ..  :··. 
.  '  ~'  ~  ·. 
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.IV.  The  ·Agents  of Change · · . _____  _ 
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. :\  1. Irrespective of the evolution of ideas among  the  leaders of both side·s 
,/  .' 
I  :. 
·  •... ;'  '  .: ..  '~-~·:_!..·:··  ,',".:"  \~- :~  ..  -~···  ~  .  . 
'_,.,__;:h:·  ·  f  i  d  t  it is. at plant level that these new  aspirations arid  te.chniques.  ··.·  ';·' .  o  n_  ~. ry, 
:i';·:':,;~~,;  ·a.re  p~t to.the  test·~:-.·:~·,- · 1"'  ,;·.·.~·.t:·.  ;•::.-:,:'  .•  :::~':.;.",'-;···'::;~.  :  · ..  _;.  ,,.-
l~).~fit;~{J\(•:j~~.i}  :?'~" . ,  :  \~\ ;if:t: '>  .  .  ~; 'i}! ; ;  :'·/: ! ·, •  ·  ...  • '~F~i0;  .• ,  " ':> . 0' •  , ;  .\;.·,;. 
!(~.\;:~\;  At  plant level,  the  same  overall objectives _can  be  pursued by different  , ··: 
i~I~~~~~F  methods·~ ·at. different times,  in· different places,  the essential fact being::-::·: 
\·~:i\l'\:1~·;\'··'t  ,'j  :.  :·.',·;.:  ••  •••  •••  '-~:::.~.-~  .... -.  '  .  •  ;  '-~  •  •  •  '  ...  •  ••  • ••  • ....  _  .- h  •  '  '  ••  "  - '  '  ..  •  •  ~·.: 
}~{:_i.~~: ..  that change  should be brought  about  by agreement  of the social partners  ··  ·: :: .. 
ifh~~~~ ::at"  i~diVi'ci~· plant' l~vei." It i~. at' thi~  le~l _that.·  the~ is' most: scop8'  :,:  ::;:L~: 
'(jr~_,:.;;~:.·;:_  -~  .-: ...  ~  ·.~ ....  -~·  ~·  ;-··· ~-. ·.  :' .....  ,__  .  ,  , , . I- .  .  ·  ........  ~·  . ·- .  .  .  . .  .  :  .:  ,· ...  _,  ."·~:;·~.~  _' 
.~ ;'7.;'- for developing new· conceptS' of work' organi~l,\tiori' and putting them· into<  .  ·:_;:h\'· 
.  .:-~  .. ~~·.;;.;!~- ........  :  •'  '1-'•...- ...  '  ,-,  .  ..  •  '  ..  '  \  •  •  ._._  ..  ~'  ~  ·~  •  '  '  '  '  •  •  ',.  ..  ·.~·:. 
·  ::~~''. ·  practice~  I~ is however at plant level that  tpa  obstacles to 'work humani- .'  ,.: 
...... ,.,  :·~·,,,.,  ,,  ..  ~  ......  ·.:.··"  ,  .. ,, ..  \.~  >·  .  '  ·:' ..  ~-·\.·,)  .. '  ,·  .  .  .  . .  '  '··  ··  .. ~--~~~-
::::'!·,',;  __ "  · satl.on· are·· most  clearlY revealed,  where  b'oth ,employees  and management "are 
~ .....  ~  '•  I  •  ',',  !  ,  '  '  .'  •  '.,,~  ' 
·;,· ......  ··  -unsure  of t.he  economic  iiDplications1whether on  their wage  packe.ts  or on.·  ..  '.:  ; 
.>:/):.  productivity,  and unsure  of their new  roles.  Individual workers,  particularly_ 
~~:?\F  the· l~~t skilled or the elderly,· are  frequently anxious :about their--- _ --~.~:-~ 
,·"  ··  ability to respond to the new  challenges offered them,  and fear exclusion. :'  ;::: · 
.  '  .  .  •'··. 
; .. 
'  ..  ·"·  Others may  be  unaccustomed to group working or may  simply not wish to have,  .... 
their jobs "enriched". 
'• ·, .  "··· 
....  I  :_  :  ·'·"  ,:- .;~;.·~:z:?i;~!~ 
.  ··''  ;  .. ·:\  7: 
·.  ,:  ::.·'  '•  .  ·; 
- ·;~ 
cr;ordinated research into the particular problems.3,\~ld advantages_ of small  ..  -.,  :·.  ...  .  . .  .· ........  . 
·  ..  and' medium  sized enterprises and in.dustrial units,  undertaking work·::.:·  ·. >  ·:.·  ,·:~:· 
:f;.~?r¥a.msc:tionr  "e~e.~~is,~s;  :::.·. ·  .,: .. : :;:  r  (·~  :: :·:;; ... ;: .:.h, y  _;.;  ':1  :···:·:·;~,·L: :· ... :.  -·:~·~i·!'·  ... ·,_:i·n;~i~~: ::  ,:<~·~ };;·: 
•  '  ~  ',,  '  '  •  '  •  l.  .,  ,'l  '  •  J  •  •  ., ~.....  :···  • •  :  ·: 
::·~1\  .. :i\:\i·'  ..  \;  .'·· \.'  ..  '~  u "  .  .:'  ';·~-~··. ;; .:.  ' ...  ·  .('. ;:,; ·; .:·· '  ...  .'': :;  .,  't!  ,·,  ~"  :·:·:-: ,J ;)  .. ·:>·:.:·'  '• .  ;;; '  .. ,'  \·::;;~·  ,. .; ,:;:. •.;:<''  '':  ·.'  ~ ...  ·,,\( 
, -.promotion of research particularly in the  form ,qf surveys designed to.  ''· !i··:;::;;).o 
:·.'·/:)~:,.·.:.·._\·'·.:·:.:  ..... :::·  .. : ... ····'.  ..  ·'I:~:..··:'·,'::_·.··:  ........  ~--.·  -·~:~'-:J_-~1  ·,  ,;_. ........  :.~:--~·::"·.-~:  ...  _.·.··':~--·.·  .......  <·;·  ····.·.:;\':  .. ~~;;;, .....  >~·.· .  .'t~~·-~· 
·.:~·· · investigate. the particular issues of working condi  tiona which gi,ve.  rise ~.:,.l:>:<:M 
·::.-?·:'!-\·.';,,.  '·'·.  ··.  '):,  :.  ..  ·-·.~.  . ...  .  .:~  ·.  '•  .···:.  ·..  .-,~.:-,- ;-~t·:,>'  '..  .._.~,.~ ..  ~~  ···~~.:.-.~:  . ..\i!:·-::.- ~::::"'.··:·•:::}'-~~ 
·:;. to the greatest concern and in what  order of priority.  (These  surveys  could/-.'-';': 
ft~l:••',_',;~/',1;•,~,1!>'",\  ',_'  ~,''  .  :•·~·'',  ·~·.,  ',·,  ;  ·,  .'.  ~.  ,•<  #,.'  ',  '1  ,,'\  ·.,,  ·:·. 1 ,,,•"'',~\J~,[.~~~j 
,.  be  carried' out withfn far.more  specific  fra.mes~qf. reference. than the  gemerar:i:i 
-~~  .~.  ,.r')  ,':!",~:. 1 >,''::',:  ~: :·:\.  : ,.:,.~,  ·,,  q'  ''  •'  ' .•.  1  ··:. ;•  ',  L,''·  ,  .'••  r  •·'•'  .;  ,'•'•,,  :··'  :. ..  ~·:·~,"'  • ::  ··:  .;  ,;,  ;  '~··  (;,,'  • ,I·:"  .~  ''  ·_'·.-.  ;''i.:•t<:·~~~Ji: 
progra.mme  of qualitative indicators presently being worked  out in the. frame..:·:}} 
: · · ~~rk of the ·.Social Action PrograJ!llile);  .  ·.'  .·  ~-.... .. -,.:··  ..  ·.,·  ,;;·;\:~t 
.···'  ,·;·:.:  :\::  -~  ,·  <:,.::  .  ',  1:'  ..  •  .!, ,·  :~ •.. '  •  '"''  :.  '  .  ..  .  .· •.  ·_.·.1.;"··.•  •.  ·;,:;.-.~/i'i".,:.;··~'.-.:~.· 
·  c•  •  :.• ..  I ·  ~~  .l:  A;.-~>\1-c.<·l:.?  ·; .  .'_·  ".  ·;  "'..,""-''  ;J  '  11:\~;,.  ...  ::.~~·!,:'ff  .'  "','  ..  ·.~:  .. _;,1  ';~{,  ,:;  ··::: ;·.  .·  ...  ""':  ........ .. :\ ,.,.,!  ···'  , ..  .''..:.  '"'··:··.  ~- ,....  '. •  .  .  '  '  ":-"' . .' 
-~ ~alys~~ .of  t~~. social status or stigma attached :to various menial  or unskille 
~  .  \ .  _._:..~_.  -·::·~  ~:  : ! /',j 
"' ;- :')·,:;  ol  \,  .'\.'vi  I",  • .... :,:,:'  ,.'  '  !  '  '.-.  ',  •,, . 
\•,··  .·'; }L  _/  ...  ::'  'occup_~~i  oris_;,:'~.~  £·;,  i!'  ,;  ·:.:- ...  ·  .. ·.' 
·· .. \·:· 
.  ) 
.  '•  '' 
• ·•.  J  •  '. 
analysis of the various fiscal incentives,  investment  policies,  etc.  which  :.1(: 
.  are  desi~ed, to promote,  facilitate or underwrite exercises in work  h~·-·~·:~:<;:e~ 
·,  i1is~ticm o;~~t~er· proje~ts to  impro~e the  ~ork~~·~nvir~nn:ent; : -:.'  --:. ·::.:· 
...  ,,  . .  .  ~,~,.  .  . .  ~  . .  ..  :·  .  .  .  .  . .  ..  , ..  ·.- .· •  .._.  :  .  •  ..  ~  ,  .  ·.r.  .....  .  .  '. ,  . .  •• ... ;_  ...  ,:,.,,·:_:  •.• :  •.•  ~,:_~r:(:,:,:·i'~ 
•t·,·.·~,.,-,_,·.,,_ .. ,:::  :~~~-:~·::.,.,.,.:_ ...  ,·.  ,,- .  ;: ..  -''  ':,,·•::'.,::; :  ..  :>·,,:.·.1:,'~-::,.';,·,,  ... ,\ .. ::  .... '  ·..  ·.:  ..  ·'··5~  . 
..;.·the''  cons't'ant'''Irioni'to:r:i.~g 'of those factors  likely to impede  or enhance  the  :'. ·'.' 't.f 
L·J/1  . d"  •• :,.,.,.  ~· ••• '.  •  ,  ,  ~"";  "·."::·~  ~  .~  ·'~.:)'>  ·i  .  :~~~:•·(:~~·:f::··.:d·~ ·&  -:~·\  ,'  .-··t,::.  ·  -·~·-~-~~'!-~;~~0 
;l~~~~·~~G~-?~~~'~tor  i_nnovati~n  __  on  th~  ,P.a~,  of,~~~~n,\~.~  ,employees  at plant  le~e;i:,'~~: 
.,._. . '·"  ... 
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i .·; : .. t.'. 
I  :  ...  •\ 
'  .  .  . 
'  :~  'I  ' 
Apart  frem the  ~ork of the Foundation,. in contributing a  scientific '.Jasis  . ,.<,,'·:, 
to the  fermUlation of general guidelines and criteria f~r future  policy~  'i)j 
,,;a 
1:/::P:~~:i::·~:~·~:.::t  ~~:~:  ::;~::o::~~o:
0  c=:m ty  /rl 
.::legislation  •. '.'  ·_<::·:::~'.".  ··~  '·  ··  "  .  .-.~  ..  ,:·~~::··  ..  ,...  .  ·- ·;_._  ·,:::._:.:::_:_\ ..  ~_-,:.\  ..  ~.~--i-~~f.·;_~\ 
'.  ~-.  'I~  ..... ,  ~  I  i  .~  •  :.r ...  ~'  '  •  \\  ' '  I  ~  '  '  "",  .,  I  :  ·,  < '•:•  ,:·~:·:'~  '.  '·' _1  •'  •  ~ 
··~· ' .  ~  .~:rr;:,~•iat1  the~f.~~  ;.~oposeS to,  i•mple~nt ~~:·'following actions,  .t~i',,r:i}:;J7:,~ 
-.•· .,.· 
~  . ~ -.-· 
- ... · 
(a)  An  ad hoc group will be  set up,  working in co-operation with the  .. \:·:-'  .. C: 
Advisory  Committe~ on Health,  Safety and Protection at Work,  to assess·::;•·· 
the possibility of more  stringent and binding standards for the working 
environment. 
. ' 
··'  (b) Parallel with this gr6up· on  the working environment,  an ad hoc  gruup 
.  .  .  - '  .  . 
··:-
·:  ··.  will be  set up to examine the  economic  implications of cha.pges  in work 
organisation for the productivity of the enterprise  and the  Gross 
' ' .  .  .  .  '  '  .  ~  ~ 
;:,•  ••• ••  ,J  National Products of Member  States. 
•.  ·.'·  r  •  •  ·  ..... .  .  . . :  .  ~ :.  ·. 
.;.• 
'• \.  ...  ,·  ( 
::·;:;::_{~·.:  t~)·~The ·  C~m~d.~si:~n: will p~mote ne~ ~·more de~ocratic  -;~tt~~s of work.:  .,·:-:·.-.. ::; 
~·<~.'k{f.-,,:::~.:  :.  :. ·.  -r :.-·  ··  ,  ·  ··.  ·.  .  :  .  .  ,·  ·.·  ..  ::  .  .  . .  :  •  .  .  .. ...  /::·.~;:.~  ~; 
:·.::l~';%:~~~1~~::~·-_:\. or~~~tion, li.nked with smaller prod~otion, units _or  region.:u  decentr~·:_i;:;{;>W 
-;.:-~.-~~j:~~\ti/·; :.  -~isationt  or of  spec~al relevance to the  needs  ~f specific problem groups·,··'.::\';;_: 
/i·::_.~;~)#;;:.:.·,  _·ae  pilot operations within the various aid policies conducted by the·:-- ''.':,f··_'-':.; 
~~:.rr:.t:~~l~.~,-.  ",·,-~ ..  ~- •\, '.  ...  ' '  .  '  .  ',  ·.::  .·'  'r-:·  ..  ~ ..  ~·~~i/:~~ 
'<~·)/W!:::·,  _Commission,  with a  view to identifying criteria for future  action.  ;;  ,:;· ...  <~:::::; .. .-:;: 
f#{~~lH~i4:·fl:,:J:::·<·;~:. -~.,,;.:)  ,·  ··;'.  :. .  :·  ' .  '  I.·  '  .  .  ;  .  ··.  ':  '  '  .  :  ·~,:  ,;  >:·:~:->  ' .  ··.-;~:·:J!  .. j;;jttlt.;~ 
>,:/>_·:•.:  (d)  .'lhe  Cominission will continue  to foster greater consultation between::·:  ..  ·,·.::.''·:,/·.~·;:~·_; 
.  I..':<~·;·:~.~!(.'~  '\' .  ,:  ,  ,  ·,.  .  .  '  '  ,  .  '  ·.  •  :' ...  ~: 'i'':•  '~ 
~:-~:,  ·'::.~:,,t;-:.,.  --·  ..  workers  and employers  organisations at Community level by encouraging  .·  ::'::(,:;.\:::-: 
';  /:(~ l  :·;·  ·~  •;,1  ' ' '' ,; :.  '  '  ',  '  '  .  ' •  •  ''  ,I :'  I<  I~; •\ ,I 
.:;.:~\/>·'-:_:_·sectoral meetings to discuss relevant social problems,  whether in the.  ·'.> 
i  ...•  "~.  !  .  r·.  ..  ..  ,  ,  .  ,  ,  .  .  .  .  ·.  ~:  ·:·  .• : 
· ·'.:(<";  framework  ef the  joint or mixed committees,  or on  the basis of joint· 
·: ..  . . 
meetings to disouss employment  problems in specific sectors. 
·  ~  (e)  The  Commission Will oontinue to work for the adoption of its proposals 
,;.: · · ·  which .seek to ensure  that  througho~t the Community  employees  are  a.de-
quately consulted and~  participate in the  decision-making of co~ 
nies for which they work. 
I 
..,,. -·13-
.: ..  ···· ....  ~:  \ 
~  ·-·~~ 
'  _l 
I  .. 
•  "J.  ~  '  ' 
:•  :- ,,"\: 
t. 
(f) The  Commission will oxamine  .the  influence  of developments at the work 
. :·) 
.. ~ ·  ...  place  on  the  educational needs  of workers,  developments .presenting wid~r  ;: 
·"opportunities to  ~old respon:sibility and to extend their skills  and.~~.-'" 
:/  ~  lifica.tions. · 
·,. 
·'::!· 
. '  .  . . 
'\.  ·'  ,"  ~--·~.'  ,. 
'.I."  .  .  ~ -,- ~·. 